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FOREWORD 
m ~ ~ a s a e f ~ ~ ~ n d ~ ~ ~ ~ t h i r p s m p h l e t a ~ ~  
factual contribution to the &&on of trend. toward democrscy 
and didatomhip ia Soviet Rusk,  The LID. did got choone the 
mbject ; ruhr  it waa f o r d  upon it by those who did not a p s +  with 
the @tion taken by Norman Thomas on the Soviet xegime in an 
earlier pamphlet, quotations from which follow this foreword. T h e  
originaI intention wm to publish two ppra witbin the name  covert^ 
--one the present essay, and the other an e~my by an author more 
eympathetic to the present Soviet g o v ~ t .  That author M y  
withdrew from the pmj& and for ahost  a year publicmtion hae 
bsen delayed in the hope that another author might be obtained in 
his place 
b o n g  those who have been invited to present the other aide of this 
controve~~tl  eub ject sm Maxwell Stewart, C o r k  Lamont, Robert 
Dunn, Msry Van Kleeck, Jessica Smith, and Earl Browder, For 
various reasons, none of those spproached felt able to  undertake the 
tssk. Several months ago Earl Browder was invited to afl-t an- 
other author, if he could not participate b e l l .  No sach ~ u g p t i o n  
has yet come from him. However, if a competent manaecript is re- 
ceived within three months from this publieation date from one who 
disagrees with the findinp here presented, the L1.D. will gladly 
publish it, reproducing the present manuscript at the eame time so 
that readers may have both  point^ of view w i t h  the same covers. 
T h e  Leagoe believes that an experiment a6 importent to  the world 
as b that in Russia ahould be carefully examined, esphdly witb 
regard to the interrelations between collectivism and freedom. Lesaona 
learned from Soviet experience may help determine the future h c t i c ~  
of those who believe in social ownership; it ie in sn do& to help p m  
vide a bad8 for such judgments that thim study in &wed. 
This pamphlet was written when the Soviet Union led t h e  world 
in ita denunciatione of fascism, when it was appealing to the demo- 
cratic couutriea to  join with it in concerted action to  check fascist 
-don. Long nfter the pamphlet had been completed# the democ- 
racies were Aocked to see W t  B u ~ i a  enter into a partnership 
wi th  Naai Germany, in the cotme of which conquered Poland was 
divided between them. Adopting Hi&lse ted6qt te  of demnnding in- 
st& ~ctadona from midl and weak 8 h b  under the threat of 
m a d  force, &din in rapid rncceuaion reduced Eabnia, Latvia, 
and Lithuanii to virtual dependencies of the U.8.S.E h theae p a p  
gotopms,otberdmands a r e b & n g m a d e o n P i n l a n d , a n d ~  
feam her turn may be nert. The emergence of B o l s h d  imperidsm, 
reversing everythbg previously said by the h d  of the U.S.S.B., can 
be understood only in the light of internal developmenh. The infor- 
mation prerrenu in the foIlowing psgea dl help e;rph how the 
Soviet regime c o d  make such a ~ t m t h g  revereal of foreign policy 
without any voice king r a i d  in oppositian. 
The socialist ideal is 8 society of fm citkem planning for them- 
dm, and not a society of regimented laborera, however well-fed. 
Ftwism, as well as eocitdhm or communim, can end illiteracy, re- 
duce unempIopent, and build indwtrid plants. Human welfare muat 
always Be foremost in importance if a society ie to be of value; free- 
dom mast be an immediate objective and a method as well an a stated 
d h a t e  goal. It is isaential to the triumph of r o c i s h  that it ~hould 
prove itself able to detect and correct any crimes committed in its 
name. 
The authors will Iw the fimt to h is t  that ideal democracy eri~ts 
nowhere, and certainly not in the United States, with its unemploy- 
ment and labor injunctions, its tmatmnt of Negroe~ and share- 
croppers, and it8 many other problems. Theg dl be the h t  to admit, 
likewise, that the U.S.S.R. &odd be ~~ and judged, not by 
American standards, but in the light of Russian hirtory and condi- 
tions. It must aho be admitted that democracy everywhere is more 
limited during war than in times of peace, and that the Soviet leaders, 
living for many years in ahnost constant fear of attack, had a war 
psychology long before bo~tilitiea began. 
These consideratiom, however, scarcely explain the fear of reprisal 
on f r i e d  and relatives in Russia manifested by some of those who 
gave the authors information. These persom, willing enough to place 
all their information at the authora' disposal, cautioned the writers 
of thie pamphlet not to use their nmee nor to  pubW any fact which 
might cause their identity to be traced. If their identity we= learned, 
they dsl.rrd, friends in Rumia might get into trouble, apecidlp if 
they were thought to be the rource of the information, Several e m -  i ti0114 moreover, tb.1 maoh of thet f&- i. h s i a  e h t  be 
punished for any uncomplimentary fact publiahd here and traced 
to them. Calvin B. Homer, author of The EcoRonaiE of #&f 
Rw&, wrote in a letter to  the authors in Febraaq, 1989, k t  "Doe- 
mentation of deprivation of liberty is extraordinad J &t. Quo- 
tations of individuals who make compI&ts would bs eqaivalent to 
signing as many individual death w m a n t ~ . "  
R e c o p k g  the meny -dties in the way of obtaining complete 
information b u t  hsaia, the authors have availed tbemselvea of 
the generoue 48sisrtance of person8 who q d e d  a5 Eusman e x p r h  
by virtue of long midence in that land, both Mder Csarism and un- 
der the Soviets, and by careful and regular study of the Soviet press. 
The authore have checked and rechecked, as cafefully as obviou~ 
limitation8 permitted, every statement that has found a place in this 
pamphlet, and they hsve carefully examined critical comments of 
Home who disagree sharply with their conclusiom. Despite their care, 
they recognize that some error or errors of fact, omission, or i n t e ~  
pretation may have crept in. Though some detail here or there may 
be shown need of rnod%cation, however, they believe that the pia- 
ture they present i~ an accurate one. 
AB in the case of all its publications, the L.I.D. carefully selects 
the authorrr of variow studies on the basis of their 0 e h  of interest, 
judgment, analytical ability and experience. The stndieg written by 
the varioas authors are not designed to  express the collective opinion 
of an organization of free inquiry like the League, but the eonsidefed 
judgment of the authors themselvee. The L.I.D. is happy to present 
this thoughtful and valuable contribution to t h i a  highly controvereial 
subject, to help it8 members and friends appraise and understand 
 development^ in the Isnd which today is casting ita shadow increas- 
ingly over the eaetern and western world. 
" . . . The remblances betwea  communism today in action in 
Rwsia, &mum d m  and Italian fm&m, are uncomfortably close. 
Those rearmblmcea arise primad9 . . . from the acceptance of dic- 
tatorehip m d  the momtroa5 doctrine and practice of the totalitarian 
stnb The tgpe of dictatomhip which both c m m b  d fascism 
acaept ~ t n  upon the exclusive right of one p d y  to politid power 
and even ta d t e n c e .  loth  dicta tore hip^, b a a e  they are dicta- 
torial, practice in its most extreme form the doctrine that the end 
j d r  the mea-however c d  those means may ba T'he end, 
in cold fact, b the preservation of their own power. Both typa of 
dihtorabip are mder the same mmpulsiw to pop&& their m l e  
and bkh do it in the name of the mass which is iseverything while the 
individual is nothing. In the fascist countries the masB which is hoIy 
ie the nation-in Germany tbe 4Argan' part of the nlrtion. h the 
U.S.S.R., although in practice nationalism has become very strong, 
m theory the masm which i holy is the working class i m p t i v e  of 
national and racial lines. This is at least r her, more humane and 
inclusive conception than Hider's tribal nationalism. . , , 
. . . It is . . . a lamentable fact that . . . 8 moral identity 
[bheen the communist and fascist states J may develop deepite the 
bitter hostility of Stlrlin and Hitler. Thie wodd happen if the social- 
iat totalitarian state in Russia should move more and mare t o  tbe 
righk with an increasing straMeati~n of s d  groups, and at the 
e w e  time the nad totalitarian atate in Germany, sbould hrn some- 
what to the left, with a still further reduction of the powem of an 
ow&g char. Tbia fate can be avoided in Russia, but only by r r e  
v e d  of the present trend of bureaucracy in the direction of r moxe 
genuine democracy than the curious trsveaty oT it which Stelin 
a d i "  
[NOBW THO- in Dmocraq  mm Dicbafornhip, pp. 11-12, 
19. This quotation aroused the controversy leading to the f u b r  study 
that f ollowsl.] 
RUSSIA - 
Democracy or Dictatorship ? - 
I .  
I w AXY discussion of conditions in Soviet Rum& the backwahess of the country under the Czars must be beme in mind. Under the - Czars, there was widespread poverty and exploitation, illiteracy - 
and superetition, autocracy and mismanagement. The people pop 
L $wed few right8 of any rort. agriculture was primitive, indud.y . backward, 8nd transportation pwr, The revolution did not c~xar 
I until after a long and costly war; after the Soviet regime wsar estab- 
lished it h d  to defend itself a g a b t  a ring of counter-revolutionary 
L - a&, operating with the aid of ~ a r i o u ~  capitalkt gorermnentt. 
When peace waa at last achieved, the country was exhausted and its 
resources was+& and spent. 
Unquestionably a vast amount has been achieved within s compara- 
tively short arpace of time. A primitive agricultural society is being 
transformed into a modern industrial nation. Greater production has 
been achieved, and the basis laid for a higher living standard in the 
future, Unemployment has been eliminated, and some measure of 
general economic security provided. A huge increase in literacy has 
been attained, higher education encouraged, science fostered, and 
- health service vastly improved. Scientists, musicians, and artists en- 
joy economic eecnrity, free from the whim8 of wealthy patrons. The 
persecution of national or racial minorities has been stopped, and 
the national minorities placed on a level of equality with the Rus- 
sian~. Race or color has been made no bar to  high office ; women have 
been r a i d  legally to a level of equality with men. The worker is hon- 
ored, and a privileged class based on ownership or birth no longer 
exists, Above all, Soviet Russia has demonstrated that the private 
capitalist in not necessary to prodnction, that government ownership 
does work, that national p I a ~ n g  is of enormous value. 
AU these aspects of Russian life are important and deserve careful 
8tudy. So do other aspects, such as recent foreign policy, that make 
Iess pleasant reading. Attention is here centered, however, upon but 
one mbject, democracy, and only material pertinent to that hae been 
included. Democracy is treated in a very broad sense, however, and 
an &ort made to &cover to what degree it exists in the v & m  de- 
pertmenta of Soviet life. 
what are the facb? Is the Russian attbte governed, a8 Stdin as- 
serted in his report on the new Soviet constitution, according to 
'We only thoroughly democratic comtitution in the world,* or is 
it in fact a t d t a &  state, though a non-fascist one, that c r u h  
independent thought? Are the Ruaeb  ma= breaJring old h inm or 
are new ones being forged for them? Precisely what may a Euuian 
worker or pealant do without losing his job or b d b g  in jd? Ie the 
terror increasing or d i m b h h h ~ ,  and in it an instrument of b e  or
of personal rule? T h e e  are some of the quatiom that this pamphlet 
wil l  try to  m w e r ,  insofar as the .accurate answers may k found. 
B TEX hectic daye of 1917 the two successive revohtione in Russia 1 inspired millions throughout the world who believed in 8 coopera- tive commonwealth and a work-' world. The Americlrn eocialist 
movement, aa did others, hoped that Russia would soon develop into 
a democratic socialist state, and be a living proof of the doctrine that 
under aocirrlism the poverty and insecurity and rlavery of capitalism 
would be abolished, the human qirit freed, and a rich and happy life 
the lot of all. They hoped that at least the masses free from the 
chains of wage-slavery, would own their own country and rule their 
own destinies. 
Earlier, it b tme, Marx and Engels had written about the dicta- 
torship of the proletariat as the ruling force in the transition period. 
Bnt that was before the masses of workers and peasants had won the 
franchise; and in any went Mars; and Engels conceived of that dic- 
tatorship in no narrow sense, but ar a replacement of the rule of kings 
aad capitapts with the broad rule of a free working class. Aa soon 
aa the entire population had come to  consist of productive workers, 
the fulIest democracy would prevaiI. In no sense did Marx and Engels 
conceive of a dictatorship by one party over the proletariat, nor of 
a redaction in the rights that the average worker had possessed under 
capitslism or in the transition period. 
Lenjn, the great leader of the October revolution, likewise conceived 
of the dictatorthip of the proktariat a8 a means of increasing tbe 
ri&b of workera, while only exploiters lmt liberties. 'Together with 
an immense expandon of democracy," he wrote in his State and R m -  
g- 'thich for the 6rst t h e  becornea democracy for the poor, de- 
mocracy for the people, and not democracy for the rich folk, the  
dictatorship of the proletariat prodaces s series of restrictions of 
liberty in the case of the oppressors, the exploiters, the capitalists." ' 
It w a s  later in tbis rense that he was to rrsmrt that "The Soviet stah? 
is a thouaand times more demoexatic than the most democratic bour- 
geois republic," Yet Lenin felt that the dictatorship of the proletrrrist, 
even an conceived by bim, did not represent freedom or democracy, 
and that thme were &npoasibte so long as an organized Btate ex ihd .  
W y  in Communist rociety, when the reeistance of the capitali8ks 
has been completeIy broken, when the capitalists have disappeared, 
when there are no clssses (i.e., there~is no difference htween the 
members of society in their relation to the social mean5 of produr 
tion), only then 'the date ceases to exist,' and 'it becomes possible 
to speak of freedom'." ' 
By 1988 the official theory of the skate had been changed. In No- 
vember of that year B d s W ,  the bi-monthly organ of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party, asserted that the Soviet Union 
would have to maintain a strong state apparatus, with a strong pro- 
fessional army and police force, until the present leading capitali~t 
atates became socialist. This change in line was indicated aho in 
Joseph Staling# letter to  a Soviet youth in the preceding February. 
With the rise of fascism, democracy has been in retreat through- 
out much of the world. Any increase in democratic rights in Soviet 
Russia in recent yeam or in the present period would be of tremendous 
signi5cmce to  opponents of fascism, and especially to believers in a 
cooperative commonwealth. The industrial progress under the dve- 
year plans in the Soviet Union while the capitaliet world was in the 
throe5 of its worst depression helped enormously to popularize the 
idea of a planned economy under government ownership. If it could 
b shown that a planned economy under government ownerrhip at 
the same time increased the rights and liberties of the masses, then 
indeed a stirring challenge would be presented to the entire world. 
In his report on the new Soviet constitution, delivered November 
26,1986, St a h  declared that '(the complete victory of the socklist 
; a t e m  in all qheres of the national economy is now a fact.'' The 
I U.S.S.R., he said, knew neitber crises nor unemployment, neither pov- 
erty nor 6; its c i h  were given eveq p o a W t y  to  live pme 
perour aod dhd byea. No posrsibility of exploiting the worker& 
mince they poweased the meam of pxoduction md the capital- 
ist char had been liquidated. IMnhg s o c i ~ ~  as the d t e  of h e k y  
in which each contributed according to his ability d d v d  aa- 
tording to hia deeds, whmas under the higher phsee of c~nmuuhrn 
each received according to his needs, Stalin mserked that khe Soviets 
had rebieved socialism ltnd were proceeding dong the pakh to the 
higher &me of commMism.' 
S t a h  praised what he bmed the Hconsistent and fully sustained 
democracy" of the new Soviet cunstihtion. F m m  the p i n t  of view 
of democracy, he dechred, bourgeois constitutionr mi&t be divided 
into %wo groupe. One group openly denied democxatia  right^, whereas 
the other proclaimed them in principle but utterly mutilated them 
by reaemations and restriction& 
'?)emocracy in capitalist countries [Stab went on] where there 
are antagonistic elarrea ie in the last analysis the democracy for the 
~trong, democracy for the propertied minority* Democracy in the 
U.&S;EL, on the contrary, b democracy for But from th ia it fol- 
lows that the priuciples of dernocrscy are viohted not by the draft 
of the new conatitntion of the U.S.S.R, but by the bwrgeoi con- 
stitutions. 
-at is why I thing that the conatitntion of the U.8.S.R iu the 
only thoroughly democratic constitution in the worldn 
Yet almost in the same bmth Stalin said, CFX must admit the draft 
of the new constitution m a y  dws leave in force the regime of the 
dietatomh'xp of the workmg class, and aIso Iegvea unchanged the p- 
en t leading position of the Communist Party of the U.S.S.B." ' 
N NOVWBEB, 1917, the Bolshevi%e had overthrown the Keren~ky 1 government ia the name of the All-Ruaaian Soviet Congrees, which war about to meet and which merely ratified the &re of power. 
The Soviet Congress wm the moat democratic and nationally repre- 
sentative body then existing in Russia ; had the B o l s h d  slogan, "All 
Power to the Soviets? been r e a M  in practice, s substantial increase 
in democracy wodd have resulted, m d  the soviets or connaih of 
workem' and mldiem' deputies would have developed into real orgam 
of democratic government. With the outJewry of fl +a1 parties, 
however, and the suppression of the rights of free qeech, Praia, 
asmbly, and organi%ation, the BoIshevitts were able to  maaipuhte 
the roviets without di&ultj* From that time until the present the 
soviets have been Iargely Wreheadei, most of whose -1 d d o n e  
have been made for them in advance in the Bohhevik caucus or by 
hi& party ofleiah. Since then the BoIahe-r commanists, ns 
they soon began to call themielve4ave enjoyed a monopoly of 
postical organization within the U.S.S.R., and the Central committee 
of the Bolshevik Party has been the red government of Russia. 
Upon taking power the Bolsheviks bad e u p p r e d  the m i d d b c b s  
parti- as couater-mvo~utionary. At first it was only these m u n ~ ~ ~ t s  
and supporters of the old regime--largely monarchists, l m d l o ~  
capitalisbwho were victim8 of the Red terror. T'ht terror, indeed, 
was in farge mewurn 8 reply to the White kenor exercised by counter- 
revolutionary military f o w ~  in inhose portions of Ruwia under th& 
contml. Within the revolutionary framework of the soviets a number 
of partie8 dill lived and functioned. When the civil war and intern- 
e tion peril was at its height, the central executive committee of the soviets included Boldeviks, Mensheviks, anerchista, Maximalists, trnd 1 Left Social Revolutionaries. In both the soviets and the unions thew 
political parti- strove for power and iduence. Before the c i d  wars 
ended, however, the Bolsheviks, on one prextext or another, hed aup- 
I premed each of the rival parties. T h e  rigbt-wing Social Revolutiori- 
a h ,  to which Kerensky belonged, and the Menshwiks were aoon 
outkwed. In khe summer of 1918 the Left Social Revolutionaxies, I long a11i433 of the Bolahe&#, were crushed after lome of their mem- 
i bexs bad sought to  overhow the Bolshevik government Thowands of membem of the outlawed parties won populated t h e  - j a i l s  of the U.S.S.R. %me of thwn we= guilty of acts of violence 
or of participstion in military activities again& t h e  Bolahda.  The 
mainder were guilty only of engaging in ordinary politid activity. 
They w e n  anti-Bolshevik but not anti-Soviet, though the Botshevikar 
recognized no such distinction. L a  had long been an advocate of 
, democracy; once in power, however, his attitude changed, and every- 
thing else WSB subordinated to the retention of power. 
Even d h r  the BoM& had awumed power in Russia tbey re 
11 
ceived only minority nupport. In the electiom for the h t i t u a t  
Amadd y, ordered by K e m k y  but held in November, 1017, after 
the BoUwik revoIution, the Social Revolution~ries, the traditional 
party of the peasankry, polled 16,000,000 votea to  only 9,000,,000 
for the Bolsheviks. T h e  Amembly wssr permitted to meet in Janaary, 
19x8, but h view of its d-Bo2shevik majority it was dissoIved the 
following day.' 
Within the Commamist Party a Iimited measure of freedom of 
h i o n  war still allowed, though members were subject to  a rigid 
discipline at the handa of the Central Committee. Lenin, who dom- 
inated the party until his death, had usually been intolmnt of oppo- 
sition. He had appreciated the contributions of those who disagreed 
- - 
with .him, however, and bad given some of them posiki0118 of the high- 
est importance. Fmm time to time Leain's views were vigorouely " 
opposed within the Central Committee by other leading members af 
the party, though Lenin's ability and enormous prestige assured vic- 
tory for his proposals. Within the Bolshmilt Party, even before 
I A n  died, a sharp struggle for control had begun. That struggle 
ended in 1999, long after the Soviet regime had aolidly established 
itself, with the expulsion of both the right and the left opposition 
to Stalin, the arrest and imprisonment or exile of many thousands of 
opposition commmbts, and the crushing of internal democracy witbin 
the party, First the remnants of the old regime lost their cid rights 
and wexe subjected to  the temr; then the other revolutionary and 
working class parties adered a similar fate; and finally minority 
tendencies within the Communist Party likewise lost their rights! 
From that time Stalin has been the undisputed master of Soviet 
Russia. The forms of party decisions and popular eIectiona might 
remain, but no longer do any communists, except tho= most highly 
placed, dare to diecuss a fundamental question within the party or- 
ganization ; indeed few Rus~ians, whether party members or not, who 
disagree with the party line are likely to discuss fundamental issues 
at any place or time. He who dams is likely soon to be a guest of the 
secret police. 
It was under the flrat heyear plan, tragicany enough, that the 
Zibertie~ of the people were clrrtaiied to r degree never before sp- 
proached under the S o ~ e t m  Indeed, in e e d  important reepects, 
the people had fewer rights than under the Csrrre.' It was in 1982 
that large areas of Rusda we= gripped by a famine that was due, 
not to any p a t  degree to weather conditions, but primarily to gov- 
ernmental policiea and the opposition these policies aroused among 
the p~antry.  Even worn was the g o v e m t d  h e a l  to admit 
&at a famine existed, ao that no relief could be obtained fwm other 
Xn August, 1932, the death penalty wse h p o d  for the theft 
of any collective property, however small---and thin in a date where 
except tbat in the hands of the ultimate consumer, was 
owned collectively.' Any form of rahtage, likewise, was 
ed with death, and sabotage came to  include acts that in other 
countries might be termed mere carelessness or errors in judgment, 
In November, 1982, any unjustSed absence from work was made 
punishable with diacharg~-when discharge meant likewise the loss 
of bread cards for the worker and his f 4 y  in r famine year, m d  
perhaps the loss of lodgings as well. Since there was s ahorkage of 
labor, however, other employmat could usually be obtabed without 
very great dSculty unlees politicnl oppoeition was suspected. Early 
in 1939 the system of internaI passport3 joyously abolished by the 
revolution, was reintroduced. Until this time the communists had de- 
nounced the Czariat pa~sport system as "an instrument of police op- 
pxeeeion of the toiling masses." T h e  population of concentration 
camp8 shot upward to  dizzy figures, and soon a Iong seriea of mass 
demonstration tri Js began. 
Just when the restrictions were behg raised somewhat, Xrov was 
assassinated by a young communist, and a new wave of officiaI terror 
swept the country. Executions by tbe hundreds, arreab by the thou- 
sands and tens of thousands. This time it was the Communist Party 
membership that suffered, and the party rolla were combed for those 
who d i e d  with Stalin or who might have ever differed with him. 
The Society of Old Bolshevik-the fighters in the heroic illegal 
- period of the party-was dissolved. Bolshevik leaders of the revolu- 
tionary period were defendants in demonstration treason trials, and 
were executed at the dose. Scarcely a leading Bolshevik of that per- 
iod, save only Trotsky in exile, and Stah,  mained alive and free. 
The party still contmlIed the state, but t b e  secret police, mmerable 
only to Stalin, ruled the party by terror. 
Finally, in 1936, the new constitution wa8 adopted, with its brave 
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h& of ~ E ~ o c - c ~ .  h B?Iblity l itkh, if Irng-, WM M08t 
of the clalfses guaranteeing civil righta were taken from the former 
conatilmti~n;~ they meant litittle then, and they meea little more at 
the present time. Stalin still rules the state, and it remains impossible 
-to difier openly wi& bim on any important subject. N 4 e l e s s ,  as 
the terror of the purge was mitigated and the great demonstration 
tmmon trials receded into history, a better atmosphere began to 
prevail 
Fmdorn of 8 p h '  
PTI- 126 of the new Soviet comtihtion p d e s  that, #in 
accordance with the interests of the working people, and in A order to  strengthen the socialist ayetern, the citizens of -the 
U.S.S.R. are guaranteed by law: 
a(a) Freedom of speech; . 
"(b) Freedom of the prese; 
"(c) Freedom of wmnbly and meetings; 
"(d) Freedom of street pmceesionar and demonstrations. 
T h e e  *hb of c i k k  are amred by placing at the d i p ~ a l  of 
the worlring people and their organizations printing ebopr, mpplier 
of paper, public bddings, the streets, means of communication end 
other mtrterial requisita for the exercise of these rights." 
It should be noted that this article B ambiiour In the UniW 
Sates free apeech means, among other thiw, the right to advocate 
socialism, anarchism, or any other system of poIiticaI or economic 
orgsaisation. In the Soviet Union, at the present time, tbeare liberties 
may Ix paranteed only t o  those whose activities will be accord- 
ance with the interests of the working classy' and who will Gratrengthen 
the socialist system." But who ie to  determine preckly which speeches 
and dvities will stre~gthen that ~ystem, or what the interests of 
the w o w  daas require? At e v q  point Merenoes may arise as 
to the tactics to be employed to stmgkhen ~ockbrn. %'he answer is, 
of coarse, that the government win d e t e A n d  that means S t a b  
and bis close nssrociateu. And so, wen under the tern  of the consti- 
tution, the only freedom that remains is f d o m  to follow the oncia1 
pady line. 
T b article represeab nothing new for the U.S.S.R The 1918 
constitation, the first the Soviet mghe posaesed, enmred freedom of 
-- 
ape&, pmsa and rseembly to the broad rntwleu of working people. 
'%ly the fomer upper cla~sea were denied such rights. The question 
of the former ruling groups no longer arises, since the Soviet Union 
has o%icially liquidated those classes and thus liberties can be grmted 
to  dl+ Yet it hould be noted that in the 1918 hym the workers really 
paesaed and exercised the rights listed in their constitution; toda J ,  
whatever the constitution mays, no f d  civil rights are likely to  be 
enjoyed by the people unless the secret police are abolished. The new 
constitution therefore rep~sentr little or no advance, so far as these 
- importa t rights are concernad. 
To wh t extent can Ruaaiw speak out? T h e  answer is that they 1 e m  speak, n the subjects that matter, only within the limits pre- 
: &bed by the party line. The state, its instihtiona, and Stah are 
above critici~m. On political issues in the broad sen-including 
most economic matters, internationat affairs, and even much of art 
and science--there can be only one opinion, the oaciaI one. I& the 
g o v e r n e d  or the party speak on any mbject, whether it be a- 
cation, poetry, or the production of steel, and that opinion mnst be 
professed by every Rursian who wishes to keep out of trouble. The 
one who completely accepts Stalinism, needless to say, has perfect 
freedom, but that b trae in any country for thoare who approve of the 
government. In Rusia there is no freedom of speech far the one who 
disagree with important policies decided on by the party. Any e i g  
nXcsnt difference of opinion, whether to  the right or left, is branded 
cotlllter-revolutionary and suppremed M y  voicea acceptable to the 
ba~aucmcy are heard over the radio. 
Of criticism there ie- a great deal, perhaps more than in any other 
country. But t h i ~  criticism is de~ired by the b ~ e m b  and is al- 
ways limited to  details. A worker m y  criticize his immediate superior, 
eqeci8llg for harming production by in&ciency or hreaueracy, but 
he cannth safely criticize the top hademhip of the party. People are 
encouraged to criticize others for f a i l i i  to follow the government's 
policy with f d  vigor; what they cannot do i~ t o  criticize the policy 
it&* By forever criticirxing the failing9 of others one may call atten- 
tion to hi8 own superior 8ea1 and ortbodoq, and so merit promotion. 
One who fears euch an attack may anticipate it by calling pubIie at- 
tention to his own shortcomings, at the same time promising better 
conduct in the future. Thb performanm is known ae self-criticism, But 
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d of t h i s  has little in common with true f d o m  of speech, though it 
does perform a valuable function in exposing in&iency and bureau- 
cracy. Of grumbling there is aLo a great deal, beyond doubt, and an 
ordinary worker or peasant may indulge in it without punishment 
anlerrs he is suspected of political opposition. 
In 192'7, before the party opposition had been suppressed, Roger 
Baldwin epwt some time in Russia. *'I found private conversation 
fairly free," he writes, "once critics were assured of the discretion of 
the persona with whom they talked.n" That is to say, they wanted 
to  be sure that their hearer w d d  not report their words to tbe an- 
thorities, nor repeat them to someone who might. Some opporitioniats 
feared to talk t o  Baldwin, and others cautioned him not to quote them. 
Yet he found no such universd fear 88 marked opponents of Italian 
fascism, for example. That may merely mean that the Italian poIice 
at that time were more etlicient than the Russian. Since 1927, accord- 
ing t o  all accounts, the situation has been reversed ; now the Rnesisn - 
wret police are more dcient than the Italian, with the German 
police their only serious rivab. Moreover, in 1927 one codd e d y  
find oppositionists, since opposition within the party was st i l l  per- 
mitted, Today the known oppositionists a m  in prison or exile, or in 
the greoe. 
A network of government spies and secret agents today covers the 
country, so that people dare express real criticism ody to  trusted - 
I 
friends. In every factory, in werg shop, in every sparkaent houw a 
these iar apt to  be someone who mill report critical remarka. Indeed, = - 
one who hears such remarks and fa% t o  report them will be in trouble 
himself, should that fact borne known. Harold Denny reported in 
Tb Nm Y w k  ~intg,' that 'persons have been smt to prison or to 
exile for some remark, made at a private party, that a secret a p t  
there among the guests construed as disloyal, When the people speak 
at aTl of any touchy subjects they epeak in whi~pers." 
Above all do Russians fear contact with foreign ex^.^ Foreigners 
are watched rather closely and Ruesiam too friendly with them may 
be under suspicion. Most visitors to the Soviet Union in recent years 
testify to this effect, for in some cases wen old friends have k e n  
careful not to me them too often. As a rule only those Russians whose 
-- 
official duties bring them into contact with foreigners care to be seen 
often with thm. Tn some cases Russians who were too friendIy with 
foreignera simply disappeared, and the remainder of the population 
have taken the hint. R d m w  are frequently afraid to haye their 
n- and lrddresaes in rb foreigds notebook, for fear the latter 
may be arrested and searched Under the CM, on the contrary, 
contact with foreigners was much more free. 
In thin pictars too harsh? Ruasia b a huge country m d  it8 govern- 
m a t  ia all-powerful. h t  it produce, if it can, caw in which 4 t h ~  
n p k e  out freely in violation of the party line and were not punished 
for their da 
TION can be found in the Soviet Union, even for 
the sim est and moat h a d e a r  purpose., unhs it is &&Ily 
sanctioned. Only one political party and one aet of uniona N ""%
are permitted No discussion club is allowed except under the auspices 
af m approved organization. Not even a social or sportr club is per- 
mitted, save in connection with a union or other approved body. A 
group of friends may indeed meet socially, it b true, but if they meet 
too frequently or if the group becomes too large the janitor or some- 
one d r e  is almost certain to notify the police. Meetings of all soha 
lrre always- being held, but they a p  called by authorbed officials, md 
little of importance is said or done except according to  instructions. 
An individual who grumblea against the regime may be tolerated, 
but if severel of them attempted to meet regularly they would be 
severely punished. 
AU organizatwns, including the soviets and trade unionq meet 
under party control. The party group prepares or approves the 
ngenda, and the decisions that count are usually determined in ad- 
vance by higher authorities. There is never m y  dii%culty in knowing 
the party l i e ,  for party representatives are there to guide the meet- 
ing. One who taks in opposition too of ten may quietly disappear, and 
never be heard of again. Genuine discussion is rare and is usuaIly 
limited to  local matters. AB late as 1927 Trotsky attempted an in- 
dependent demonstration, but it was broken up, The authors have 
been unable to  learn of one attempted since then. Even before Stdin 
obtained power, it should be noted, it meant prison or death to  st- 
tempt an independent demonstration. What, then, does it mean to say 
that Ucikhns of the U.S.S.R. ure guaranteed by Taw . . , freedom 
of street p d m  and d e m o n d m ~ " ?  
dgaia the btimony of Roger Baldwin in intwestiug. Until 1921, 
he Rib, the Social Democrats and Socisl Xlev01utionists maintained 
their orgmizatioae; but W t e r  intervention and ud war d e d  in 
lWl ,  and when the c o d  eettle down into mom stable me&- 
ode, a carefany organid control wae established over lin mm&- 
tiom and meetings M Wen rra the cemorahip over printing and pabli- 
eatione. None but an a p p d  organization d c o n h e  to  w t .  
No public meetings but those acidly approved in advance could 
b held , . . Even in the Commrmist Party control of d g a  i
s t r i d  None is legal unless d k d  by authorized 0f8cinls.~ ' In the 
won& of a writer in h t i a ,  Vhm can be no meetings of hatim, . . 
jwt 8s there can b no meet* of c narcbts, h h e  
&, Social Revolationarieg etc." ' He might have added that any 
who o p p ~ e d  St&, whether within or outside the Communist Party, 
antomaticdy became criminaI& 
The section of the new mtitution dealing with the right to o r  
ganize is instractive. Itu wow follows : 
uArticte 126: In aocordanee with the i n k e a t s  of the working peo- 
pIe, and for the purpose of dweloping the o r g d d  self-expreaaion 
and political actidy of the mas- of the people, citizen@ of the 
U.S.S.R. am ensumd the right to unite in public orpdzatiom- 
trade uniona, cooperative sssociations~ youth organizations, sport 
and defense organizations, dtural,  technical, and scientific so- 
cieties ; and the most active and pofiticdy conscious citizen8 from 
the ranks of the working dess and otber strata of the working people 
unite in the All-Union Communist Party (of Bobheviks), which b 
the vanguard of the working people in their struggle t o  Amgthen 
and dwelop the ~ociaIist system and which represents the leading 
nucleus of all organizations of the working people, both ~ocisl and 
Ate," 
Does not this section make a joker of most of the rights p a r -  
anW in the conntitati~n? Can -1 f d o m  exist if the C o d t  
Party by law is made the leading nucleus of all other organieatiolrs? 
mat:  the oonatitution does not add is that for the last decade there 
has been no *a1 freedom within the Communist Party. The Soviet 
system, &en, amounts to this : Rueeiana may unite only in approved 
C 
I 
organizations; these can meet only under dcial call; and in epery 
~uch organi%stion, by constitutiond provision, there is a 1- 
wcleas of membem of the Corn& Party. Tbe ordinlrry m e m k  
may safely vote only for the proposals h a n d  by or with the rp- 
provd of the party nucleata, for to vote again& vexy often im to  court 
h t e t .  
F m e h  of t b  Pm8 
u mm the Soviets there has been a tremendous outpoaFins of the printed word, accompanying the rise of literacy. lue now more than 18,000 mempapern ia the U.S.BJL, 
whems before the World ar Ruiasia had but 869. Since the w 
i lution more than aia; billion have hen pubbhed, in 106 lan- 
guages. T h e  only trouble t that there is a rigid censorship of books, 
L 
mapizinem, and newspaperg and that. all must conform to the 
oflcial line. 
Tbe function of the SOT& presa is to  dimalate the intereat and 
d of tbe reader h commtmbm. I t  is to propagandhe for the perky 
line of the moment, and print such news ae the  leader^ of R u d  
de~ire the ma~ses to read If those leadem do not wish certain f a t s  
known they are simply suppressed. Not a word about the f h e  of 
1931-32, for example, war allowed to appear fox month, though 
millions were on the verge of stamtion, and large numbers perished. 
Albert Rhys Williams, who ia moat aymprrtbetic to  the pment 
Soviet regime, asserts that the Russian press, much more than king 
a pumeyor of news, is an instrument for mobilizing the people'a minds 
and energies for concrete t ~ k r .  "On d major issues," Williams 
writes, "it presents a solid, nnaerried front. Occasionally its columns 
are open to hat discussions on moot queetiona of the day. But when 
the debate is closed, or any crisis arises, e v e q  organ, from the 
p t  in Moscow down to the tiniest sheet in r mountain village, s p b  
in a single voice." * 
The press i~ fd of the same type of criticism to which we have 
ahrdy  referred. People encoaraged to write to the editore, &ti- 
c b g  lax and corrupt officials, and condemning failures to f o h w  
the party line or achieve the party goals. Such complaints are often 
h d e d  by the editor and invmtigakd by the proper authorities. Wil- 
fiante eetimates that hundreds of Soviet editom hhave lost their pstn 
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ar the result of such complahte, that SOO,OOO o&i& haye been de 
m o w  or jded, and that over 10,000 c o ~ m ~ t a  have bem w e d  
from the party. Many such correspondents have paid with their lim, 
he pointa out, for their courage ia uncovering abuses. 
And yet all of t.b is what the d e m  of the country desire, X,et 
any letter to the editor criticbe the general line of the party, and 
both the correspondent and any editor who dared pub= the letter 
would probably be 'liqnidated," An editor is held respomible for 
eveq,he  in his p e p ,  whether in news, editorial, or correspondence 
c o l ~ ,  andthe party line ia equally reflected in all. 
Bow is the p m  controJled? Only &&a1 or approved bodies may 
p b b h  papera, and no divergence from governmental and party pol- 
icy b tolerated Members of editorial boards are aIways or virtuaRy 
always party members, who may forfeit both membership and free- 
dom for any faiIure to obey party dictates. The government' news 
agency f d s  to  the editor such inf omation, both from within Russia 
and from other countries, as the authorities wish the pubIie to m i v e .  
Everg book, before it can be publi~hed, mnst bear a permit from 
the censor. Anything that is deemed contrav to  Soviet ideology or 
contraxy to oflcid policy wili bar a bookmu Since the party line h 
eonatanuy shifting, what is accepted today may be b m e d  tomorrow, 
and the permit will then be revoked and the book withdrawn. The 
book8 of f i r r  and Marxi~ts could be freely published and mid in 
Russia under the Czars, but today no book with a divergent inter- 
pretation of M a d s m  is permitted. John Reed's ashes am still buried 
beside the Kremlin w d ,  but his book may not h pnrchesed in Russia 
today, though Lenin himeelf wrote the introduction. Textboob on 
history and economics are frequently withdrawn and changed to con- ' 
form to the latest shift in official policy, The history of the Ruseian 
revolution and of the Bolshevik movement has been completely re- 
written in order t o  magnify Stalin's role and deprecate the achieve- 
ments of those who later became his enemies. 
Until the spring of 1939 new0 was cenaored both when entering 
and leaving the U.S.S.R. Com8pondenta were not allowed to send. 
out news that the Soviet heads deemed injurious to  their cause. The 
reader in America bad to learn to read between the lines, and to  make 
himeelf sensitive to changes in tone. Sometimee foreign comepond- 
ents in Moscow phoned storiee to oflees of their agencies in qther 
European countries in order t o  avoid the censorship. Yet even this 
was dangerous, for s cormpondent thought unfriendly might be ex- 
pelled or denied reentry if he left for any reason. Written words taken 
out of Rursia were supposed to receive permiridon. from the censors. 
May, 1989, cemorship of tbe dispatches of foreign comapondents 
waa sbobhed, but the writers were warned of poseible -&ion if 
their dispatches were e a n t l y  hostile or clearly prejudicial to the 
prestige of the Soviet goverrrment. 
A few foreign papera, wpedally communist onw, are sold in the 
kiosks in the larger citim, though they would ecarcely be availabIe in 
the amaller towns. Too great an interest in foreign publications, how- 
ever, may make a R u ~ i m  an object of suspicion. University profes- 
sors may read foreign papere and magazines st faculty club, but they 
are not permithi to take the papers to their homes. Brticles may be 
copied only with special permits. No resident of the Soviet Union, 
whether a citizen or a foreigner, may subscribe to foreign periodicals 
without a special liceme. T h e  poatal auth-ea are not the only ob- 
stacles, for it  is extmely Wcult to obtain foreign exchange. 
Under Czardom, from I906 to 1917, the preen was much more free 
than it has been under the Soviet regime. Both the Bolshmlrs and the 
Mensheviks had their own legal publishing houses far books, pam- i 
phlete, mag&=, and newspapers. Even daily papers were published 
by revolutionary parties, including the Bolsheviks. The editors were 
imprisoned from time to time, issues were confiscated and publication 
a 
suspended for short periods, and the publishers h e d ,  but the papers - were nevkrthelwa d o w e d  to continue or resume publication. "The 
presslure of the censorship was severe," Moiesaye J. Olgjn, later to 
bcome a prominent American communist, wrote in 1917, "yet, not- 
withstanding all Mculties, the pres~ Wa8 speaking a free language, 
and the readerrr were gradually receiving political education" [italics 
in original] .' Under the Provisional Government, from February to 
October, 1917, there was greater freedom of press in Russia than at 
any t h e  befo~e or since. Similarly there was greater freedom of 
speech and organization. 
Under the Sovietar, despite the constitutional guarantee of freedom 
of the press, noi even one issue of an opposition paper can appear. 
Under the constitution, printing shops and supplies of paper are 
I placed "et the disposal of the workiig people and their organiza- 
I 
tionh" bat in practice the government, which controls every printing 
prm and dl paper suppIieq permits publiclrtion only by o W y  
approved M a .  Not eeen the uimplat duplicating msehine may be 
owned legally by an individual, so that the production of even an 
illegal M a r  is extremely Mdt, if not virtadl J impossible. A 
fomw profmaor in a B w h  inatitation of higher l e d g  told 
tbe aathors d this stadg that he had to  get ~pecid permhion h 
duplicste 8 a y h h  for his lectures. It w d d  have been impomi,  
he says, to  have had anfiing but the approved text duplicated. 
There a n  well newspapers in factories and other enterprises, but 
them again the editor t almost alwaye- a member of the party or of 
t h e  Comomol, the communist youth organization. 
N D ~  the Czars 8 system of internal passports had enabled 
the police to keep track of the population. The abnlition of 
that hated system was long counted one of the permanent 
gains of the revolution. At the end of 1982, however, internal pass- 
ports were reintroduced 
Why, otticidy, were the internal plrseporte reintroduced? Wcid 
soarcen spoke of clearing the larger cities, and especially Motwow, 
of nondescripts witbout legitimate means of livelihood Several hun- 
dred thousands of "nondescripts" were to  be driven out of Moscow 
alone. ccInwbia stresws t h e  new regulation as an important act from 
the point of view of statbticr which, it d e h g  iu one of f i e  major 
requisites of socialist planning- . . . We know little about composi- 
tion, position and movement of populatioa The gove~nment conse- 
quently has no means of hdluencing movement of population. Pass- 
port regulations will alter the situation"" Undoubtedly the brger 
cities, especially Moscow, were terribly overcmwded. Another led-  
ing motive, beyond doubt, was to reduce the bigh tnrnover of labr. 
me interm1 passports were to  have a cIose relationship to  housing 
and employment as well aa to travel. Beginning in the larger cities, 
paaspart commissions in e v e q  neighborhood decided who was to  be 
dowed to remain. The othem, refused passports, aIso forfeited their 
h n ; l B  space, and were forced to migrate to other areas." The houa- 
ing purge was extended from area to area until every desirable part 
of the country had been purged In desirable areas everyone was 
- allowed t o  remain. Henceforth domicile was h e d ,  and a pereon was 
not sappod to remain in any other area for more than three days 
without a special permit. Peasants sre nonudly not given pesaports. 
Thls itern@ to keep them where they are, since passports are required 
for = i d e a  in a town. Befom the revolution, it ahould be noted, 
non3ewkh Ru~~siana could travel or change their residence freely 
witbm Rursian boundaries. !Chey carAed paseporta for identification 
d y ,  so that dective police control was assured 
W e r  the Soviet regime important railroad stations and through 
trains are apt to  have secret police agente attached to them. In fron- 
tier districts qecblly, passports may be collected on the t r h  snd 
not returned to  the passengers until shortly befom they reach their 
destiaationa. Politics1 oflendem who have bhhed their terms of im- 
- prisonment or exile are frequently given passports which deny them 
- the right to live in a liet of epcified centem. Foreign correspondents, 
ordinarily allowed to  tmveI freely, were not permitted to enter the 
femine areas of 1932-33 until after the £reah crop bad bees harvested 
and conditions had vastly improdP 
Foreignem in Rusia ere supembed much more carefully than are 
Soviet citizens. The secret police have a separate nection for them. 
It iia the model factory, the model prison, and the model collective 
farm that they are likely h see under the auspices of Int ourist. The 
interpreter-gnides who are assigned to them are schooled in the eor- 
reet amera. Of course, a foreigner who understands the language 
may go around alone, observe living conditions, converse privately 
with tho~e he meets, and draw hie own conclusions. If he jB trusted 
not to give away the source of his information he may learn a good 
deal about conditions, but unless thore interview d know and trust 
him, it is &Bcult for him to  learn what ia aetu&Ung place in 
many ~ h e r e s  ofRussian life. Those who know Russian have had par- 
ticular diffculty since 1936 in getting viaas. 
Lslrorong and E d @  the t?*dS*R. 
ET internal travel ie easy and free compamd with the M- 
d t i e s  of obtaining permission to travel abroad. The Soviet 
citizen is almost never allowed to be a tourist in otber coan- 
t h  ;for anyone to apply for permission-which woufd almost cer- 
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W y  be refwed-would aimply make of him sn object of suspicion. 
Only thoae Ruarsiens are d o w e d  to visit other countries who are wat 
on oflcial bminesr of one sort or another. Often their families are not 
- I 
&wed to leave with them, and death may be the penalty for thoae 
who f d  to =tarn on t imd 
T h e  Soviet authorities are equally reluctant to permit their citi- 
zens to emigrate to other countries. Under the decree of Juge 8,1984, 
the crrrs&g of the frontier to another countq without a paasport 
is punishable by death or ten yeam of priaon for civilians, luld death 
with no exceptionr for soldiers. The Soviet border ham long hen one 
of the moat closely guarded in the woxld, and those who attempt to 
eroes the lmmler ilbplly are shot. AduIt members of the family of a 
military deserter who knew of the desertion and failed to inform the 
authorities are subject to codscation of their property and im- 
prisonment for from five to  ten yeara ; if f ig  did not know of it, they 
rtm nevertheless d e d  to Siberia for five yeamu Those who apply for - 
peemion to  emigrate are seldom allowed to go ; indeed, it is unwk  - 
even to apply, for it raises the suspicion that one is diaeatisfied. 
Moreover, for many yeara the fee for a pessport to emigrate had 
to be paid in gold, and it was virtually impoesible for r Russian 
worker to obtain that. During the five-year plan the recret police 
il 
made a drive to  collect all gold in the Soviet Union, whether its pos- 
sessors had come by it legally or not. What the gold fee redly meant 
was that only tbose could leave the country dose friends or f milie13 
abroad would pay from several hundred to  a thousand dollars in gold 
or foreign money. Not even all for'whom such e m s  were available 
were allowed to Ieave. No explanation of a refusal was made to the 1 
applicant, but to the outside world the refueah were sometimes ex- 
plained by the nwd for labor power, and the fear that the emi- 
grants might prove s public burden in their new lands ; aged persona 
were often refused passportil, however, even when reIatives were able 
and willing t o  mpport them in other lands. Political opponents barn 
not been allowed to leave, even though no employment might be open 
to them in the U.S.SE 
T h e  more IikeIy masons for these policies are that t h e  govmmmt 
f e r n  hostile publicity in the outside world, should any of the dis- 
satkfied leave, and that too large a number would leave if the barn 
wem mkd, Even tho= Russim-born persons who have acquired 
I  other u k h i p  and returned to  visit tbe Soviet Union are not al- 
ways permitted to  leave, for Soviet law still claims them ae citizens. 
I So long as the regime needed foreign exchange, foreigners who mar- 
ried Rtlesiaxl girls were able to  purchm exit visas for their wives. 
Now, however, such visas are seldom issned, and many foreigners have 
had to  Ieave without their f d e ~ . "  
Earlier well-known political opponents, such ae Trotsky and some 
others, were expelled from the country, kse~known opp-b wew 
uaually imprisoned and not allowed to  leave, however, nnlese great 
pressaxe was exetted on their behalf by the international labor move- 
ment. In recent yeara such permi~~icm hm been virtually impossible 
to obtain for Russian citizene. Even worse, the Soviet govement 
brought pmssure on Nomay to  force the expulsion of Trotaky, who 
had been given the right of asplum there. 
Under article 129 of the new constitution, the U.S.S.R. g r a n t s  the 
right of asylum to foreign c i k e  who are persecuted for defend- 
ing the interests of the working &#. In praetiee, however, such 
refugees are subjected t o  the same harsh controls that govern the 
Rueaians. Indeed, they are likely to be wRatched by the secret police 
even more closely. They have fewer defences than other foreigners, 
for they can expect no assistance from consulate authoritiee. Victor 
Serge rgsertar that foreign politicaI refugees who a m i e  in the Bodet 
Union without passing through the charnels of the International Bed 
Aid are generally imprisoned i~ espionage suspects upon their er- 
rivd." Numerous reports are beard of refagees who have been im- 
prisoned or 6hot, or who have chosen to  return t o  their native lands, 
despite the almoet certain imprisonment and perhaps death that 
awaited them there. 
What bas been the fate of the heroic Schuhbunders who fled to 
Ruesia after the liberties of the Austrian warkem had been crushed 
in 1934P Unofidal but fairly reliable reports are that very few are 
still in the Soviet Union and at liberty, that the vast ma jarity are 
in jail in Russia, have been expelled, or have voIuntarily returned to  
fascist prisons in their home~snd. Ody the Soviet government knows 
the exat fate of the Schutzbunders, and it ia presehg a discreet 
ililenee. 
Some refugees were admitted fmm Germany in the early years of 
the Eitler regime, but the authors have been unable to learn of any 
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--even m n m m n b t d t t e d  in 198&89. E n h c e  to Basma has 
been &&I the J d  refugees who roamed the seas in 1988 and 
1989: though no land could better uae their abilities. Those refugees 
who in earlier times f a d  Home ranetnary them? are in a gr& many 
easa in j h t ,  to be sure, as Jews or foreigners, but on mupicion 
of h d h g  that absolute loyalty m thought, word, and deed which 
the S t a h i d  bureaucmcy exact8 rigidly of dl who live within the 
portals of the U.S,B.R. 
F 0% the Orthodox Church under the Czars little enough can be said. It represented religious organization at or near its worst. It was an ally of the Czar, lending church sanction to 
hia despotism; it helped t o  keep the mrsaes in ignorance and euper- 
stition; it fought the revolntion with all the means at its rlisposal. 
Yet ow can condemn tbwe adions of a parti& cIerica1 hierarchy 
and st the Bame time m8ist on religious freedom ae one of the goods of 
a civilid rociety. 
From its hghbg the Soviet government has h e n  ancompmmis- 
bgly hostile to every form of religions faith. Its t a c t i a  in the fight 
on religion have changed from time to time, bat the god baa remained 
steadfaat. '!Religion is the opiate of the people" still mms up the 
official view. The chief agency in the struggle against religion has 
been the League of Militant Atheists, a voluntary but o h i d l y  a p  
proved organization who= membership in 1982 reached s peak of 
6,500,000, orpized in 65,000 groups or "&." Especially on h- 
portant religous holidays did anti-wl@oua pMpaganda reach its 
peak. Throughout the country anti-religious museums flourish. It 
should be added, however, that in these muslwms the main attacks are 
directed against the reactionary charaehr of the old Greek Ododox 
Church in Russia, and against old superstitions in which few American 
churches believe. 
The 1918 So& constitution guaranteed f d o m  of religiour and 
anti-religions propaganda to  everyone. h 1929, however, religious 
believers were limited to the right of professing their faith, while the 
ri&t of non-religious propaganda remained. No reply codd be made 
in speech or writing to  the everpresent att& on religion, ~ o u s  
instruction w a . ~  forbitidem to dd&n d r  18 of @y 
which time, thanka to  mti-religious propaganda both witbin and 
without the dooh ,  the h t e  hoped that every child would be r con- 
finned atheist. h r g e  n n m h  of church= were conhated  and con- 
v e d d  into cluba and m u s ~ s .  The remaining churches were forbid- 
den to engage in ~ocial or cultural activities, and were obliged to 
confine themwlves to worship. Large numbers of prieats were d e d  
or executed on charges of counter-rev01ntionary activity, manJr of 
the charges doubthas being fully jdified. Eeavy tares forced many 
religious rocietia out of existence. Those that a& codd obtain 
Iitkle paper for -publishing BIWB and hymn boos; if paper were 
obtaind, services of printera might be d u d .  Ringing of c h d  
MIS wae forbidden in large cities and the Idh w e n  melted to make 
tractors. No schools to train priests are a11odm 
The new constitution makes no change in the rights of religious 
practice or propagan& Article 124 states that Yndom of -0- 
worship and fmedom of anti-religious propaganda ahdl be m o &  
&ed for aU oitixens." An important improvement, howewr, has been 
made in the political statue of the clergy. Previous constitations had 
disfranchiwd the clergy ; though the loss of the vob it& might have 
beexi of little mnseqnence, disfranchised pefeona had no right to food 
c a d  end they and their child- d e d  other diaebilitiea. For m y  
yeam the children of a prieet could not be dmitted to state employ- 
ment or to the middle or higher echoole anlesa they broke off dl con- 
nections with him. The presat com~tution, however, removea these 
disabilities, and giveg dl citizens, irre8pective of religion, soda1 OF 
igin, or psrst activit J ,  the right t o  take park in elections of deputies 
and to k elected It is even reported that mocking and jeering at 
re l ig ious beliefs h b&n forbirdden., 
Nevertheless, it stin remains true, in the words of Albert my8 
Williams, that ~ocial p m m  which in other countries induces 
people to  go to church operates in %he Soviet Union to keep them 
away. Organbed religion is dill in retreat and on the defensive."" 
The government hopes that religion w i l I  disappear as t h e  old genera- 
tion dies off. To be known in the Soviet Union today au an active 
believer in any fom of rezigion i8 8 red test of one'8 courage, and 
to be a member of the clergy is to invite a m t  on charges of engaging 
in vying and subver~ve activities. Especially after widely-observed 
religious holidays are such arrests Likdy to be made. 
An authoritative article in th organ of the Commkariat of M u -  
cation in October, 1938, deplored a m i v d  of reIigioua interest among 
cbildmq and summoned Soviet school teachera to in-ive anti- 
digious work. The teachere were called upon t o  combat all religions, 
and direct the hardest blows at whatever religion prevailed in the  dis- 
trict. UT~ching must be so conducted," the article declared, "that 
by the end of his rchooling the pupil has a clear understanding that, 
though dg iom differ in form, they all in essence lead to the same 
end, dl are ideologies of davery, all implacably contradict science 
and all are directed against the interests of toilem"" 
XLr the Elikler regime in Germany matches the Boviet gov- 
ernment in its M I f u l  use of propaganda. A constant b?rrage 
of propaganda, with no opportunity for counter-propa- 
ganda, and ruthleas repression for aU who object, ir the technique 
for molding the maeaes to  ita will. Fascist countries use a skilax tech- 
nique, though their & are difierent. Neither Russia, Itsly, nor 
Germany m m g n b  any important dietiaction between education and 
propaganda. Every school and every teacher, along with every pub- 
lication and aU other mems for infiuencing the minds of people, must 
fit into its part of the totaIitarian reghe. Literature, art and science, 
the etage and the screen are like&@ e n c i e s  for imprearsing the cur- 
rent doctrine sad the current slogan into the miads of the people. 
Yn behalf of thiil burning, public faith [of communis~n]," asserts 
John Dewey, "propaganda and education are more then confounded. 
They are identified."' Both children and aduIb are taught, not to 
think for t h d v e s ,  but to believe. 
With thme limitations, 3ovieE education haa made enormous prog- 
reas. Wteracy is fast being wiped out, and higher educstion is 
fo~tered in a manner never dreamt of under the Czars. From pre- 
school kindergartens to universities, great advances have been regis- 
tered. Boys and girls, however poor, who &ow promise may go 
through a university or technical school, for monthly etipends en- 
able them to  meet their expenses while they ~tudy. Trouble aria- only 
if postical anorthodoxy is 8hown ; if that b the case, expubion from 
school ia certain, and imprisonment wi l l  likely be their lot as d I I 
Indeed, students have been expelled, not for any fault of their own, 
but because cIose relatives have been accnsed as public enemies. 
Teachers have been dis&ssed, imprisoned, and shot for lack of 
political ortbodogg just ar have other groups in tbe populrrtio~ In- 
deed, the nature of their work subject8 teaehets to  a more ca~f-nl 
scrutiny. Party and youth leadere among the ahdents we encour- 
aged to repork on their professors' orthodoxy. Particulaily in the 
social seiemces is the control rigorous. T h e  wnmption is that Mam, 
Lenin, and Stalin have established the truth in political and phjlo- 
~ophical matters. Any divergence in view is punished summarily as 
treason or "wrecking." me history books have been rewritten eeveral 
times to conform to the current party line, and to  remove aU favor- 
able mention of Stalin's later enemies. Whatever the subject, a quo- 
tation from Stalin ia apt t o  be tile ha1 anawer to all argament. Even 
theories in the natural science8 have political implicstionr. In June, 
1939, for example, the Mendelian law in the field of genetics was de- 
nounced in the Soviet press, and the concept of the gene repudiated 
as contraq to Marx's dirrleckical materialism. 
Even those champione of the U.S.S.R., the Webbs, found this , 
stifling political orthodoxy too much for them. They found Soviet 
thought in danger of reverting to the doctrinal rigidity of the Ortho- 
dox Church. ''There is, at present," they write, "too frequently an 
attempt to deal with problems, not by scientific investigation of the 
facts, but by t h e  application of phrases culled from the writing of 
M m  and Engels, and now also from khose of Lain and Stalin. Any 
conclusion in other terms is often, not demonstrated to be scientifi- 
caUy incorrect, but mmmady denounced as being either a l e f t  devia- 
tion* or a 'right deviation'; tbat L to say, as unorthodox.''' On the 
other hand, rcientiffc inquiry that may help to solve industrial or 
military problems is encouraged. Scientists in these fields who hold 
orthodox political views are vexy well treated. 
Teachem have little protection against the local bureaucracy, nn- 
lese it happens that the local bureaucrets are not trusted by the 
higher authorities. P r u h  of February 16,1988, headlines an articIe 
by a leading oi8cial of the Commissariat of Education, "Heartless 
Treatment of Teachers." 
' Cabany leadera of the branches of the Commissariat of Peoplds 
Education," the article states, Htmt the teachers in a bureaucratic, 
m i m i d  way. Without any rewon, only in order d d l y  to  h r e  
themdvts, the careerists in the departments of people's education 
( a o m e t k  helped by leadem of the local Soviet and party o r w a -  
tions) dismissed honest teachere." Of about 2,000 dismisrsed teachers 
whm wmpkts  bad k e n  invatigated by new persoanel, Prarrda 
f i r e s ,  some 1,500 were r&nstated. D h i s s e d  teachera may not 
alwaya be so forhmate, however. 
AU ark ia progag& say the Soviet leaders-and in their coun- 
try they have taka paha that tb should be true in large measure, 
and thst only art acceptable to them should exbL T h e  eady years 
of revohtion and civil war, however, were pmckly the years of pat-  
a t  freedom in the inteuectual and a h t i c  spherea. Then came the 
emliest sorts to contml ark and science in the inte~sts  of the party 
and the party line. In every realm of thought and expression heresies 
we* diIigently eearched for smd and m t 1 y  stamped out. The late 
Communi~t Acsdemy conducted 1- on 4'Bourgeoia Tendencies 
in Jhhitectare 8nd How to Combat nem." 8ocietiea of "Marxist 
Physiologia ts'' and ' C M a ~ t  Mafiematicim" were formed. Organ- 
id gronpe, with a W t d  party rupport, controlled each branch 
of creative art and thougat. 
After the murder of girov in December, 1984, a fesh heresy hunt, 
mope inknaiiled than any the eofl~lkry had theretofore known, apread 
tbmugh every deparhat of Soviet art, acience, and culture. Virtu- 
ally wery branch wss purged, and many of the former leaders were 
d e n o d  aa enemies of the people, and their ideas branded c o d e r -  
molutionary. On January 28, 1936, Pr& denounced Shostako- 
vich, the famous composer, for 'leftist stress of ugliness," and for 
mhralim and formalism. At once in every art, in painting and 
sculptam, in Iiterature and in wrchitectum, naturalii and formal- 
iam were repudiated and attau-though there was undexstandable 
di&ulty, until Prawda spoke, in knowing just which tendencies were 
mtu&tic and formalistic. In September, 1987, Preoda denounced 
a collection of paintinge of the Ukraine for showing mean hut8 and 
poorly clad peasants, instead of gay houses and electrical stations 
of collective farms, YCb entire collection," Pro* stomed, 6'em- 
not be regarded an mything but an insolent sally of Ukrainian bour- 
geois nstiontdiatn.''" In the field of architecture, a design for kitchen- 
1-8 aplutmenta was mailed as s Yeft deviation." h September 2, 
1988, I-&, the organ of the Soviet governmen& demanded that 
Soviet art kx p u a e d  from udecadent modemistic iduencesp ea well 
as from the 'raticky sweetness of mmanticb." 
All of this can mean only that there is little freedom of thought 
or of cultural or artistic expresuion in the Soviet Unh.  In e m  
department political considerations contmJ and artists and s u m -  
h t s  must bow to  that control or be liquidated So frightened have 
the cultural anthorities become, w a resulk, that some of them have 
ken denounced for fearing to make deci~iom. Thus PrcPrrda, on Feb 
nary 111,1988, denounwd the central ddnhtration for control of 
theater repertory as cowardly and illiterate. The theater adminia- 
tmtion, P r 4 d  complsined, ahdved h o s t  every play derrliag with 
. contemporary eventa. h order to enarure their own safety, the an- 
thorities neither authorized nor forbade plays. But who can blame 
them? 
T rn legal eafeguerds of persona in l~eskrn democratic countries have no counterpart in t h e  Soviet Union. There ia no protection againat arrest, despite clauses in the n m  con- 
stitution guarmkhg inviolability of the person and the home, and 
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freedom from arrest except by order of court or sanction of a state 
attorney. The dii3cnIty L that the sec& police are not bound by - these proviaione. ArticIe IU of the new constitution provides that 
- "cases shall k beard in pubIic unless otherwise provided by law." -- Herein lies the d3Eculty, for other provision is made for political 
offenses, and in the U.S.S.R. almost any o 8 e m  may be construed 
as politicaL 
There is no right of hobma c w p  in Russia, and no right of a 
citizen to demand a prompt or open trial or a trial by jury. He has 
no right even to  know the charges against him until 24 hours before 
the trial. H e  has no right to have.witneeses aummoned in his behalf, 
m d  no right even to  have his rehtives noMed that he is under arrest. 
He can hire what passes for counsel, but defense lawyers seldom dare 
t o  deny charges pressed by the atate. At the best in political ease 
they can merely uxge extenuating cirmstancm, for any real effort 
to  deny t h e  charges or upset the govwnment's case might subject 
them to  denunciation for eonate~revolution, Sometimes the defenae 
lawyers equal or outdo the prosecution in arming the guilt of their 
clients. Where several defendmta are represented by Merent corn- 
sel, each defense lawyer often bitterly attach those defendants who 
are not his clients; the result is to reinforce the case againet all. 
Even in nvn-political cases it is dangerous to contradict the prose- 
cutor. There are indications that the attitude toward defenae counsel 
is changing, however, and that no longer are persona exercising that 
function regarded as anti-social. 
Soviet treatment of ordinary criminals appears to be mast en- 
lightad The3 are treated, at leaet in theory, not rra culprits to  be 
p u  but an sick persons to  be cured. They are con~idered vie- 
tima of a faulty social organization, w eocial defectives rather than as 
chimIs. The oflcial concern is to fit the offender to take a proper 
plaoe in society. Puniahents are mild, aad even for murder the typi- 
d penalty would k ten years or less in prkan. Indeed, ten yeara 
in prison is usually the greateat punishment for any offense ermpt 
connter-revolution. Soviet trials are noted for the informality of their 
procedure. There is a right of appeal from the regular lower courts, 
but none from decisions of the aecret police, at least in practice, 
When one turns to political offenses, however, the situation be- 
comes entirely changed; and the M c u l t y  ia that the term "political 
offense" has a very wide meaning ia the U.S.S.R. To  criticle Stalin 
may be a much more eerious offense than to kill a man. A b d y  we 
have discussed aome offensea which bring the death p d t y .  The 
4 penalty b death for stealing state property-in a wantry where vir- F- 
tually all production is carried on by the state. For saboteurs-- 
I I and that term is interprebd very broadly indeed-the penalty may 
be death, Wrecking'' is one of the major crimes in the Soviet Union 
today. Under Article 68 of the criminal code, one found guilty of 
"teasing, mocking, or persecuting" a speedy worker may be executed 
The 6a?ne penalty may be given farmers caught ~ecretly grinding 
their private grain in a mill, since this implies an attempt to cheat 
the government out of the grain tax ; a similar fate may await officers 
of s cooperative farm who encourage peasants to sow more intensively 
on their private parcela of land. Death may likewise be the penalty for 
helping to  organizc a strike in the hunber industry, manned almost 
excInsively by e d e  labor. For attempting to cross the border ilIega11y 
the penalky may be death. Under a Soviet law of A p d  7, 1985, chil- 
dren over 12 merit the same penalties, except for the death sentence, 
as adults." The authora know of no other m t r g  ia the world-at 
leaat, no other civilized country-which thug treate child offenders. 
Under the Czars politicd oiTenders were treated better than ordinary 
criminals; under t h e  Sovieta they ere treated much worse, though - perhaps four-Utha of all ogensee trre political. 
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- Russia has long had a system of secret police, much more hated 
9 and much more feared than the regular police. Under the Cmrs it was 
the Okhrana; in the early days of Soviet power, the Cheka. More 
recently it haa ken the O.G.P.U. (State Political Administration, 
k t  known am the Gsy-Pay&), which in turn has given way to  the 
current N.K.V.D. or Commi~sariat of Internal Affairs. It i~ the same 
police system, however, with the same personnel in Soviet times- 
except for those shot as traitws-and with similar methods. It should 
be noted, however, that khe N.K.V.D.  perform^ many other funetiona 
lrlr well ; here we ~baU be concerned only with its secret police mtion. 
T h e  N.K.V.D. is r stste witbin r ~ t a t e ,  with its own police, its own 
laws, its own courts, and its own army. It is answerable to no 
one except it8 head, who in turn is answerable only to the Polit-B " I 
bum a d  Stalin. The secret police are omnipresent, and every im- 
portant train, every large etation, every large factory, every hotel, 
every town, almost certainly has its agent or agents. The janitor 
may be a secret informer, and many who have been in trouble may 
be forced to  give information. The worker next to  you, the man across 
the hall-its agents and spies and informers are everywhere. The 
N.K.V.D. guards the frontier, it administers the internal passport 
system, it operates prisons and concentration camps, it digs canals 
and builds roads and cuts down forests, 
The secret police take charge of political ooffenders. Trials are se- 
cret except for demon8tr8tion purposes. victim8 ahup~y di~appear, 
usually by arrest. in the middle of the night. Verdicts are purely sd- 
ministrative ones, not concerned with ordinary court produre, and 
with no right of the accused to  witnemes or counael. F a d e s  do not 
know the fate of the person thug arrearted; if the penalty i~ exile to  
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tbe frozen north, the family's fimt knowledge may be a notice to take 
warm clothing to a railrod etation at a given time. The family may 
never hear of the penalty. The Menshevik press in Paris a~serts that 
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many poiitid phonere, d e d  to remote azwrs in Siberia, are for- 
biddea to  oommunic~te with relati- or frienb. 
Priaonem are denied any contact with the outside world during 
the period of investigation, which takes place in absolute necrecy, 
sod which m y  last for months or even years. Questioning u d y  
take3 phce at night. At the expiration of a term it may be extended 
one or more times by athhbtrative order. After the prisoner is fi- 
nall J relemed the N.K;VS. will permanenay keep track of him. Fre- 
quently the public does not know that a man has been amsted until 
a newspaper reports that the death penalty haa been carried out. 
Them is evidence that, when the goverzzmat was in desperate need 
of gold, torture methode were employed to learn its hiding plaaes." 
OfaeiaIly the secret poke may no longer pass summary dea& sen- 
tences, but they continue to  do so anyway. T h e  1988 t h I  of Yagods, 
formerly head of the secret police, showed that almo~t unbehvable 
abueea had o c d  in the exercise of these v& powers. 
Beginning with the liquidation of t h e  'CHuluks" in 1980, the secret 
police found themselves with hordes of prisoners on their hmda Ac- 
cordingly they h a m e  the principal builders of public worh in the 
U.S.B.B. The Baltic-White Sea and the Moscow-Yolga 4 w e n  
built by pri~on Iabor, and the Siberian Railway was similarly double- 
tracked for 2,200 d e s .  The huge power plant near Kuibbhev is to 
be built in part by prison hbr. 
John D. Littlepage, long a leading American mining engineer in 
Soviet Russia, writes that he met kulaks at forced labor aII over the 
eastern di~tricts of Russi8-in mines, in frctoriee and forests, and at 
work on dams, railwayar, and canals. T h e r e  were so many of them," 
Littlepage writes, 'that they coaverked the federal police into the 
largest single employers of labor in Rusaia." In Littlepage's opinion, 
the  liquidation of knlaks was based as much upon the need of mukilled 
labor in industry M upon the desire to reorganize agriculture. Labor 
turnover waa very high during this period because of poor housing 
and food ~hortage. T h e  police . . . can dway8 count on a steady 
supply of labor," LittIepage writer, "no matter what kind of living 
conditiom exist where the given task has to  be done." 
How many convict laborem are thus employed on industrial con- 
struction? The government has released no total @=, but when 
the White Sea canal waa opened, l2,M of its bailden were d d ,  
though their terms had not yet =pi& and the m i n i n g  tmm of 
69,616 others were Bhortend- Several hundred thousand more mnat 
have worked on the Siberian Railway. Lyod estimate ia that two 
milion were assigned to indu~trial production at the pea%. Thb does 
not indude the probably larger Qam of those exiled by the s e c ~ t  
poJiembttt not wed for inhtr ia l  constmetion. 
fiitth can be said here about the mass dem-tration trials that 
have attracted the attention of the entire world. From their atudy 
of the txials the authors have concluded that they are held primarily 
for their propaganda d e c t ,  rather than ta establish the guilt or 
innocence of the accused. Unless the govermnent were certain of the 
result there would probably be no open trial at all. The trillls may 
be expected whenever a ecapegorrt is needed, and an infdible leader 
needs a scapegoat whenever t b g ~  go wrog. If production d o e ~  not 
reach predicted levels, if food is scarce and living standards low, a 
mass t w o n  trial may be erpected. 
The defendants at h t  were old-reghe inteUectu& or members 
of other working clam parti-; in recent trials they have been opp- 
~itionista from within the Communist Party, including many of ite 
leaders in the revolutionary period. Out of the handreds or thoulands 
of potential defendants in its pri~ons, the government carefully selects 
those who will best sene the purpose in hand. T h e  rwt are never 
brought to open trial. Anyone who is thought likely to tell a gtory 
not wanted by the government or to refua to confess will probably 
?R shot or exiled after a secret trial. In none of the mase triala has 
there been premted thus far my evidence other than the testimony 
and self-aceusatiam of the  defendant^. The dkonshtion triale are 
carefully staged for public consumption !L'hey &auld be viewed r e  
theatrical perfommees staged for their propaganda &ed rather 
than IM trials rieriously concerned with the gnilt or innocence of the 
defendmtg." Maes demonstration trials were used More S t a h  at- 
tained hia present d o m h n t  position in the U.S.S.&, but under bir 
leaderehip &e9 have been employed far more eztezldvdy thm More. 
From time to  time there arc trials of members of the secret police, 
in a purge of the purgers. In December, 1938, for exumpIe, 0ve politi- 
cd police officers of one of the sutonomous repttbliw were shot for 
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extorking confessions of counte~revolutionary activities from inno- 
cent persou by criminal meanr The meana used were not disclosed, 
bat enough such instances have occurred to cast doubt on nu~erow 
otber confessions obtained by the necret polim* 
T m in the economic field that Soviet workers are supposed to pos- 
8- their greatest rights, and certainly considertrble progress 
l~aa made in the earlier stages of the' revolution. For some years 
the &&t workers, through their uniom, exercid conaidexable eon- 
trol over production. It is now claimed that Soviet unions are thc 
largest in the world; that unemployment baa been aboliehed ; that, 
since the private capitalist hlre been eliminated, the Ruar~ian worker 
dose can receive the fall product of his toil. We shall see which of 
those claims are true, and to what extent. 
There is no d&ulty for a worker to get a job in Soviet Russia, 
anlesri he b easpeekd of political d a b i l i t y .  Until 19% more than 
n &on unemployed were regbted on the labor erchanges, in ad- 
dition to millions who because of non-prolet& origin were denied 
s t s t e  employment. Since then the vast program of industrialization 
has created a labor shortage, and discrimination due to rocid origin 
htra been a b o h h d  There i~ a shortage of labor in the U.S.S.R. to- 
day. Wages are indeed low, but everyone who wanb a job CUD get it, 
provided only that he is not suspected of being an opponent of the 
regime. Even suspected opponents may be d o w d  to retain their 
employment, eqeciauy if they poseess anusual skill or needed tech- 
nical knowledge. 
For a long time, the turnover of factorg bbor was huge, with re- 
salting iac%ciency. Laws of recents years, including the internal 
passport, have changed aII that. A decree of the Central Executive 
Committee m d  the Soviet of People's Commissars, iwued November 
16, 1982, provides that "in case of so much as one day's failure to 
appenr at work without good reason the worker is subject to  : dis- 
charge from the enterprise or imtitutioa, deprivation of the right 
to uee the food and industria1 goods cards given to  him as a worker 
of the given enterprise or institution, and also deprivation of the 
right to use the quarters granted to him in the houses of the given 
enterprise or institutio~"~ Prior to thia time workers could not 
be discharged unless they were absent three days in a month with- 
out good reason. On January 8, 1939, the MOBCOW radio broadcast 
a decree ordering the h b s a l  of any Soviet worker who wan more 
thaa twexlty minutes late." In Janaary, 1989, bduetrial esecutivea 
who had failed to dismiee employees for abence or latenees without 
good excuses were placed on trial on charges of violating labor 
discipline.* It should be noted, however, that labor is s c m  in the 
U.S.S.R., and that it is usually not Wcult for a woder thua die- 
missed to h d  employmat with another state agency. 
Late in 1938, the government announced that, b e g h h g  January 
16,1939, every enterprise wodd haye to  preps- a labor booklet for 
each manual and ofaee worker, to contain his full employment record. 
Harold Denny thus deacrik in Tke New rork T ~ I  the way in 
which the new g ~ t e m  is to work: 
'?Each worker must present his booklet when seeking employment 
and it will be retained by the employing organhation until he leavm. 
Thus it will accompany him throughout his working career like a 
soldier's service record and by the terma of the decree he cannot get 
ID job without it. 
"In each worke3a booklet will be written hh full name, age, edu- 
cation and vocation. There are spsces for the employing institution 
to  record bonuses or commendations granted to the worker and, moat 
important of all, the rearons for his leaviug hie job, whether volun- 
tarily or by dismissal. Thus when a worker applies for a job the 
emplaging organization will know his record in detail" a 
Even More these new decrees were fsued, there was a fairly rigid 
control of labor and employment. A worker could indeed quit his job, 
but the reason for dismissal or for quitting was inscribed in the old 
work card, which had to be shown when new employment was sought. 
This permitted an effective blsckliet, since Virtudy all employment 
was in the hands of the state and its agenda. At all  time^, for real 
or alleged aabotage or political unreliability, the worker could be 
dismissed; uwdy, in mch cases, he left in the custody of the recfet 
police. me worker can be sent to  a job in any part of t h e  country 
where the government requires his semices. Under a decree of De- 
cembr 28,1988, one month's notice in advance is reqnired from any 
worker who wishes ta give up his employment. 
Apolo+ for the bviet regime explain eU theee memmms by a 
lac% of dirupline on tbe part of the Rnasian workers. Ther~ is r dif- 
ference, homer, between inskillkg some degree of needed disciphe 
end the atamping wt of f d o m .  
H w r ,  P r o d o c c ~  and P- 
working day in the Soviet Union is eight hours in tbe 
bddhg trades, in work upon made and can&, and in similar 
enterp&es ; m e n  h o w  in most other mplopent ; and sir 'I[" 
honra for unhealthful work. TZ1eee hours are worked five days in a 
sixday wed,  or 25 days in a Ive-week month. The number d regu- 
lar working hours in a month of 80 day8 ia therefore 200, 176, or 
1M). Overtime is of ia l ly  not allowed, but at p-nt the tendency 
is to permit long h m  of ooerthne, sometimes under the name of ~~ taskyy hours? Numbere of workers hold jobs in two di62er- 
ent enterprises, in order to inemsee their income. There is atso con- 
eiderabh overtime work without pay, either gfter regular bars  or 
on reat dare. The workers do this Uvoluntarilgn through trade union 
uctioa It takes workera of unusual courage to oppose ruch propolale. 
Soviet workers enjoy security of employment, even though wagee 
are low, m long as they manifest no opposition to governmental pol- 
icy. A large proportion of tbem ailso enjoy socialized wages in the 
form of old-age pensions, vacations with pay, medical semiee and 
hospitalization, sick and maternity benefits, and similar advent ages, 
which are provided to  them without charge by the state. This means, 
of course, that the s b t e  is giving them part of their pay in free &em- 
im. It should be noted, however, that pre~ent f ~ i l i t i e s  in these 
respects am quite inadequate. The number of hospitub is small in 
proporkion to  the need, and their equipment is none too good; never- 
theless, a big advance hag been made over Czariart Rnssia in the pro- 
vision for medical and health needs. In some of these m t s  Soviet 
Russia haa established principles of security which go beyond those 
fomd in most capitalkt countries, though the legal rights are not in 
dl cases translated into bendts enjoyed by alL In January, 1839, 
some of the social benefits, as maternity leave, were  ha& reduced. 
A ser ie~  of &vim hasl been employed to raise production levels in 
the Soviet Union. Ahoat univemd piece-work ie one such method- 
though communists long denounced piecework EM a device of capital- 
ism for sweating workers. Shock br- and Hamidist  competi- 
tion" were other methods, wi th  departments and factories chalfemging 
each other to increase their mtput. Most recent of aach methodm wm 
the development of the Stdhamv movemat, named after a miner 
who found a way, &MU& team work and speckhation, to increase 
output. T h e  pey of leading Bt&hanoPiste shot upm& to 10 or a0 
times thst of the average worker, and S W o v i e t e  d p B d  p d e  
a c e  m many wey8, such as choice aparkmenta and ticketa to rest 
homes. The capitalist world uses n;milar devices, &g them ration- 
ahation and division of labor. 
The British bbor I d r ,  sir Walter Citrine, found fiat monetaq 
inducements to  the workera to speed up production were emphasized 
and erpIoited more in Soviet Rpsaia than in any &er countryg In 
Citrine'a judgment, the pace at which worken were i n d a d  to labor 
was far too rapid, and involved great danger to health? Ohemera 
mare sympathetic to  be regime deny thia ; traditionally Ruaaian fecs 
tories have worked at a rather slow pace. Yet it is reported that 
CharIes Bedaux, interntionally h o r n  speed-up erpert, objected to  
the Soviet methods as both inhumane and incdlcient. With more at- 
tention to the human factor, he ia reported ta have told a high Run- 
sian official, greater etftciency could be achieved. K l k  Legay, tr 
French miner who investigated working conditiom in Soviet mines, 
found manitmy conditions bad and safety memwres hndequate. Y 
emphatically declare," he writes, "that in France no miner would 
r e q t  work under similar eonditio~~." " 
Soon after the Stalthanovist movement darted, dl pmdnction 
norms were raised about 15 per cent, and the norms have again been 
=shed since then.' This means that every worker muat labor that 
mu& harder in order to o b h h  his former earnings, The Shkham- 
&ts in one important sense are pace &*em. Small wonder that 
Strrkhanovhts have not been popular with their fellow-workers, and 
that some have paid with their lives. Tbe govwnment'u reply wodd 
be that, &e Russia is a workers' state, there is s higher Living stand- 
ard for all when production is inereneed. That mwcely s o d  con- 
. dncing to  an average worker who 5 d a  b e l f  forced to labor harder 
for the same mall income, wh9e the favored Stakl~movht d o  r a a  
the came enjoys a living standard m y  h e a  bis 
M h h u m  wages are prantted iu. Soviet factories, but to receive 
kh minimum the worker must perf o m  s bed t a k  If he does not fulfill 
hir task, he receiven only a percentage of the minimum wage. b 
some otber countria, on the other hand, a minimum is hd in mmy 
indnatriea be.low which a woxker's wage may not falt The trend of 
real wager in the U.S.S.R. cannot accurately be determiaed, for aince 
l W 9  the cost of living index has not been published. Real wages 
are reduced by the turnover or nnleu tsr, which has accounted ifl 
recent years for about thtee-fourths of the revenue of the Soviet 
go~-a' 
In lm d o *  to  increase production strict discipline has hen im- 
posed on the Soviet workers. h e d  guards are frequently stationed 
at factory gates and mine entrances, and only thoae with passes sre 
admitted The secret police have representatives at most large factor- 
ies, and spiea and informers among the men report to them.- Work- 
ers are docked if they do not fm their production quotas. Railroad 
workere held responsible for accidents have been shot ip numerous 
cam. Undoubtedly there have been genuine cases of sabotsge, but 
mch charges likewise permit swem punishment for careleswe~r or 
opposition. One who objected to  conditions and agitated for a str ike 
would probably be treated as r class enemy. SO often have technicians 
ken punished for sabotage when they made a mere error in judg- 
ment that they have found it safer to avoid responsibility and make 
as few decisions as possible. 
The American mining engineer, John D. Littlepage, gives an inter- 
esting descAption of secret police activities in industrial enterprises : 
"It ir always asmmed, in every Soviet mine or factory or office, 
that a certain number of workers are police agents, and no one is evex 
quite sum which workem a m  agents and which are not. T h e  police 
are known to  have amateur agent8 almost everywhere, with instruc- 
tions to  report suspicious actions or conversations of any kind. There 
ie eo mu& vigilance of tbis kind in every Soviet enterprise that Soviet 
citku aeldom speak their red minds, even in 8 small group, for fear 
one of the group iu a police agent. . . . It ia known that thew agents 
even report workers who gmbk regularly. . . . 
'Vr&e poIice assigned to  Soviet i n d a ~ t a  enterprises do not con- 
& themselves to watching potential wreckers. I know from my own 
o M t i ~ ~  that they &o organhe a network of labor apiee. It is a 
fact tbat any trouldmaker among tbe worben, who p m b l e a  ex- 
mdvdy ox shows any tendency to criticize the Government, is likely 
to disappear quietly. The police handle such cases with great m, 
and ~eldom raise a rumpus. I don't mean to anggest that su& work- 
ers are treated violently ; they are probably shipped off to oatsf-  
the-way enterprises, perhap8 to  some of thore operated by the police 
them~elvea.~ " 
Who controh the factory? Originally the workeni had a large 
meamre of control, bat that has long been lost. Xqmavitcb, who 
is perhapa second onIy to Stalin in the Soviet Union today, believes 
ia eentrabed powers of management. At the Seventeenth Coqnm 
of the Cornmaniait Party, he said that "management mean* the p o w  
to distribute material things, to appoint and discharge subordinatw, 
in s word, to be master of the particular enterprise." 
It is the factorg manager, the aecre taq  of the Communist Party 
unit in the fretoq, and the head of the trade union committee who 
redly control the factory. The factory manager is the moat im- 
portant of the three, with the other two functioning in moat cases 
as advisors. This "triangle," as it is known, is found in every factory 
in the Bosiet Union. The three men cannot reflect codicting in-. q. - 
estr, however, for the fadory manager and the anion head sm viP 
tuallg always party memhrs, selected by the party and subject to  
party discipline. T h e  trade union leader is nominally eIected by the 
workers, but t h e  authors have k e n  able to learn of no case in recent 
years in which a worker who was not supported by the party was 
&tea to  union ofice. It is wise, however, for the party h propose 
popular candidates. Only if the men composing the triangle incur the 
disfavor of higher authorities by failing to meet the assigned quotas 
or by otherwise violating the party h e  does it become possible for 
workere, by sending in complaints, to  cause their downfall. Though 
the factoq manager has p a t  power, it is wise for him not to abuse 
it, but to take actions that are popular with the workere. 
The pmcesa of planning in the Soviet Union is said to  k a dm* 
eratic one, at least as to details. Few would deny that baeic policies 
are determined by the heads of the state, however. Planning takes 
on the basis of repoxte of paat productivity and estimatee for 
the future sent in by factory heads. General policy for the coming 
is decided by the Politburo of the Communist Party, and the 
i-j authorities apply this policy in tbe preparation of quotas 
of prodaction for each hdusrtry. The commissariat for each indudry 
than d o h  q u o h  to each factory; and similarly in agridture 
quotas are allotted for the entire country, then for districts, end 5- 
d y  for d collective f m .  The preliminary flpm am dbcumed 
and CritiW Io-Ug, d on the bade ~f th-I local teporte the final 
wm are d-d Workem and officials of ten a c e  the quota 
am+d b thm or revise it upward, for 6 protest that it ib too high 
b b raa Borne risk of accusation of sabotage. Recently r prof-or 
waa arrested merely for eayhg that the plan for agriculture did not 
d e n *  take weather uncertainties into account. In earlier years 
more opp-ty to revise 6 p m s  in either direction may have 
eriated. 
Michael T. Flolinsky thus characterizes the &cussion of produc- 
tion quatas that takes place in factorim and on 00Uective farms : 
CCDisculrsions a m  organized and f~equently counter-ph are made 
by the local bodiw. These combplans invariably suggest an in- 
cmue in the original aas;gPmept. Them seems to be no instance on 
xle~lrd af doubts expressed by a factory that the proposed quoh 
d be ad, even though failures to  complete the assignments are 
commoa With the stme unfailing unanimity that has h e n  h d y  
noted in Soviet elections industrial workers and fernera, on the in- 
vitsGm of the local communists, +or for more exacting assign- 
ment# and l a q w  quotas.n - 
Bureaucracy is combatted and the partiupation of large nam- 
bero in the work of governmentel agencim is sought through khe or- 
@ation of active whnteer groups. These give attention ta detaih 
of administration, howwet, not to mattera of basic policy. 
S OVIET trade unions are among the larpt in the world, with 28,000,000 members organized into IS2 unions, and comtikut ing 82 per cent of the total number of penions eligiile (*rm 
tmed in htember, 1988). Once &me uniona participated in man- 
agm& and attempted to be independent o ~ t i o n s  of the wag+ 
esmem. But the leader8 who held that point of vim, such as T+, 
have been '%+dated," *nd t h y  the unions a n  mere organs of the 
s t s k  Workem am not forced to join, but moet become members be 
cauae of the preferential treatment they &ive from the socia1 in- 
surance frmdrr and in other reap&. There is no &ht t o  form an 
independent union; a Soviet worker who wiahea to become a anion 
- membw can join only the union provided for him by the state. EarJim 
in the Soviet regime union m e m W p  had been compdmry. 
The S o d  anions purport to eugqe in collective bargaining, a d  
they do in fact diarmss wages, hours, and wo*g mnditiona with the 
msnagement, and enter into coIlective apmenb. Much lm h a  
been heard of collective qgiwmmh since 1988. In d t y  them can 
be na bargaining, as unionh in other wantrim aadeFstand the term, 
since the S d  nnioa he& and the mmqment are both M- 
nahd by the psrky and both must obey party discipline. It amounh, 
themfore, to  acceptance by both sides of whatever general f lc  J has 
been pmviSualy adopted by the party and the government. If the 
party decides to increase production norms, the union beads mmt 
acquiesce, an they must acguiwce in my other policy. There appeam 
lime point in negotiating conective agreements, since the rt8h de- 
termines w a e ,  hours, and working conditions. The anion leader- 
Bhip haa had to direct the anione to mume the practice of negotiating 
apments .  The unions, however, help to adjust grievsncee, and to 
see that w o r h  get thdr just due under the a m e n t a  that have 
been renchd Company uniona in the United States did as much ; the 
Russian unions resauble these far more than they do our ml unions. 
One can say this and still recognize that miom will act MemntIy 
under state or eocial ownership than under private ~apitd~fjm. At 
all times, however, unions shauld h independent organbatiws of 
workers, through which they may protect and advance their interesb 
on the job. That is acarceIy true in Ruseis today." 
The Soviet trade union has no independent & B ~ M C ~  apart from 
the atate, and hsw in fact h o m e  an administrative o r p  of the g a t e ,  
for in 1988 the functions of the People's C a d s a r i a t  of Labr were 
t r a n s f e d  to the aniom. Since then the uniimn have administered 
the goeid insurance funds. Another function iar to  increase produe 
tion ; 0th- are to enforce Iabor standard@, and to carry on enlhral 
- and educational work. In the opinion of Sir Walter Citrine, the h v i e k  
trade uniom are 'h much concerned with the output, snd too little 
k con-ed with the real protection of the Many of the 
fundaunental labor lawe of tbe U.S.S;R, were changed late in 1938 
or early in 1989, without the unions even being consulted. Similarly, 
the government from time to  time may change the level of pay of 
Rusman woxkexs without consulting the unions. 
Do the Soviet uniona have the right to strike? Let us permit the 
Rwsian trade union leader, A. Lozoveky, editor of the authoritative 
Hadbook on bb S d  Tru& U n h n ,  to answer that question. 
whom would the trade anions in the U.S.8.R wage a atrug- 
gle?" be asks. 'Would they wage a struggle against the very s h t e  
that has abaliehed the exploiters and defended the independence of 
the country against the encroachment of foreign interventionists? Of 
course not, for mch action would be both eenseless and crhinsL'' 
A strike is doubtless a form 'of struggle, and would therefore be con- 
s ided  s criminal act. And that in fact is what happene, whatever 
dc ia l  theory may proclaim. Could a Mion, without strikiig, demand 
higher wag& than tbe government has decreed? That, too, might be 
held to constitute a struggle, and therefore a criminal act. 
Strike8 do occerionaUy occur in the Soviet Union, when conditions 
too poor for workers longer to endure them without protest. The 
beet informstion--and the Soviet press seldom or never pubIishe8 a 
word about them-is that they are settled quickly, urnally within sev- 
erd hours, and that the worst conditions complained of are usually 
remedied. But the leaden of the strike may quietly disappear wikhin a 
short. space of t h e ,  and be never heard of again." The simplest work- 
er does not have to be told that the secret police have atrack again. 
Certainly there should be little occasion for strikes if the= spere true 
social ownership, m d  one could scarcely occur 80 long as the workera 
were fairly treated. But the workew ahould be the best judge of that, 
and should always poesess the right thus t o  call attention dram&- 
c d y  to  their grievances, and demand improvement. 
The C o W t  Party of the Soviet Union maintains a rigid con- 
trol over union polidea and aetivitiea, making it impossible for the 
union members to  control their own organization, and independently 
and democratically reach their own decisions. How i8 party control 
maintained? Again let us let Lozovsky give an ofllcilr1 answer. " T h e  
Central Committee of the C.P.S.U.," he writes, guiding the trade 
unions through the Commuaiet trade union members, freqnentlg 
adopts very i m p o h n t  decisions on questions of trade union work. 
. . . The Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party watches closely 
that the Party organizations of the trade miom-the Communists 
in the trade unions-carry out the decisions adopted by the trade 
d o n a  and Party congresses."" One should remember in this con- 
nection that Article 126 of the new mmtitution makes the party 
members "the leading nucleus of all organizrtiana~' including, of 
conrse, the trade  union^. For another group even t-0 meet on policy 
' would be a criminal act, and would doubtlesn result in their imprison- I ment or exile. In union meetings the party spokesman makeg the party position known, and the rank-and-file workers usually follow the party lead because that coarse is safest. The trade unions have little control over their own affairs. The 1932 convention of the Soviet trade unions unanimously re-elected Tomsky and  hi^ old asrociates to a new term of office. Shortly after ward they were all suspended by order of the PoIitbun, and Shvernilr and bis aamchtes appointed in their places. Some of the men thus appointed to high trade union positions bad previously been active 
in other fielda, and had bad little practicaI anion experience. Recent 
sessions of the Central Council of Trade Unions have indicted union 
leaders for bureaucracy, for indi6Perence to the needs of the member- 
ship, for improper use of funda, for complete neglect of democracy, 
and for other abuaes. 
This is what B d s M k ,  the organ of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party, haa to  say on the mbject of democracy in the 
Soviet trade unions : 
< 4 ~ a n ~  instances- testify to the crying lack of democracy in the e trade unions . . . In 65 central committees of unions only 118 mem- bers of the presidium were elected by the congresses, while 189 (a ma- jority) were co-opted. If this is the situation in the central, leading trade union organs, it is easy t o  imagine how the will of the mem- bership is violatd in the lower organs and in the ehops. . . . YFhe  plenum of the central council did not call a convation for 
two and one-half years. In the central committees of many trade 
unions the presidiums practically do not exist: the chairman and 
secretaries decide between themselves all problemr." * 
In union elections, as in others, the party state of candidates is 
almost always elected, and usually by a unanimous vote. Sometimes, 
eqeciaUy in local n n i m  in remote are=, the party date is voted 
46 
down. This may be done safely, from time to time, for v n a l  ob- 
j&*mver for politicul =sons. What the non-cammapists 
couId mer do i~ have their own caucus, and propoee their own data 
Any opposition in important bodies is very dangemm. 
In the fall of 1937, P. Moekatov, aecretq  of the All-Union Cen- 
tral Soviet of Labor Unions, wrote in Pruodo that the unions, fob 
lowing party instructions, "are resolutely eradicating the remnantar 
of trade anionism from the practice of the work of the labor M i o n  
organs." It WM Tomaky and other right ogportnnists, all of them 
&ce liquidated, who had "cultivated in the labor movement non- 
politicism and trade unionism with its theory and practice of com- 
b q ~ ~ i n g  the labor unions to  the Soviet government."m 
A par hlar Harold Denny wrcar able to report in The New Pod 
T h a  that the lingering remnants of trade unionism in the Soviet 
anions had been virtually destroyed. This means, Denny wrote, %e 
ooqnerhg of the last resiatmce within the Bed trade d o n s  to the 
Htalin policy of employhg the trade nniono not M organhatiom 
bargaining for monetary advantage but sa organs of the State k g  
used to  increase production, reduce operating costa nad stffngthen 
labor dkipline, though meanwhile doing all within their limits for 
the bendit of the workem?" The expression %rade unionism," it 
~hould be added, is used contemptudy by So* I d e m  to derrcnb 
unions in capitalist countries which bargain within the framework 
of capitalism. 
IRt US permit Peter A. Speek of the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
of the U. 8. Department of Labr to  appraise the relations between 
the Soviet government and the Russian unions. "The Government is 
the sole employer of the workem," Speek writes, %t considera itself 
as being identical wi& the workere. As a mdt ,  no st*- or bck- 
outs or labor demands addressed to the Government are practiced or 
tolerated. T h e  labor nnions are a branch of the Government mghI J 
eomspondiag to  the labor departments in other countries." 
N TEE treatment of women the Soviet Union has regietered great 
advances. In many parts of Cz&t Russia, prticdar1y ia the 
eset, a woman w a ~  a creatnre of inferior rights, mbject to 
tbe power d her husband. 811 that bas been and woman ham 
k n  emancipated in the western rsenne, end placed on a legal, - h a  
e q d  to man's. In the law courts and in political life, in the factories 
and in the unions, women have h e n  made the equalm of m a .  Likewise 
w i t h  regad to  marriage and divorce, they have been given equality? 
Yet life for Soviet women has a darker aide as well. Many women 
employed, for example, at heavy and d a n g e m  labor. A French 
miner was shocked to  see women doing all types of work in Sopiet 
mineg ex+ cutting. In one mine, of 45 he mw, 22 were 
women." Lozovsky w r i h  that "for the last h e  yeam the number af 
c a s ~  of disability among women aa a mult of women'a dkmwa 
dropped 69 per cent in the machine building enterprises and 87 per 
cent in the coal mining ind~atry.''~ Women also beIped to  dig the 
Moscow subway. h o v s k y  tells as, however, that there are d c  
tions against the lifting and carrying of heavy bads by women. The 
restriction against working on night shifts, it ehould be noted, applies 
ody t o  pregnant women and nursing mothem. Women have nlwrrye 
worked hard in 'Russia, it hi tme, but Littlepage am* that womm 
did not work in Ruastn minee until the first five-year p b  was 
launched.' 
One of the g~eat rights conferred upon women by tbe m1ution 
was the right to  avoid having andwhd children. This WM done, curi- 
ously enough, not by making birth control d d c e a  more easily avail- 
able, bnt by granting the rigbt of aborbiw, In June, 1986, h m e r ,  
the government issued a decree prohibiting abortions, except w h m  
demanded by health, and puni~hing with two years' imprisonment 
anyone who indnced a woman to-undergo the operation. The one per- 
forming it illegally is punished with three yeam' imprisonment. The 
woman is punished wi th  a gc~ocial reprimand," and is b e d  300 mbh 
in case of repetition. As a result, the government happily reported, 
the Moscow birth rate in F'ebruaq, 1937, was double the rate of 
February, 1936. Birth control devices may be bought, egpecirrlly in 
tke cities, but they are of poor quality, and the government conducts 
little educational work on the wbjeet. 
Does this measure bear any resembhce to similar &orhi to  in- 
I crease the birth rate made in fascist countries? OfEciaIIy, of coarse ' mat, though fertile Soviet warnen, like their Itslian and &am sb- 
ters, receive benefite or prizw for bearing in ahdanee. me law was 
psssed, Lomvsky writes, upon reqaest of the women. What happened 
was that huge m p a p e r  campaign of letters by women and articles 
by phyaicirms against abortion was carried on, both before and after 
the government proposed the law against the practice. Such cam- 
paigns are simple to manage in in totalitarian state, where every editor 
must follow the party line, Some Iettera against the propoaed law 
mre published, it i~ true, but many, many more eupporting the pro- 
posal aaw the light of print. "After two years of experien-" P r h  
sap, Y h e  anti-abortion law dmroee to be called the law of happy 
motherbud. But the results wouId have been even more impremive 
if the enemies of the people and the f a s d  provacateurn had not 
sabotaged abo in this fieId." " 
We shaU have the happy Russian women going to fascist provoca- 
tenm to escape unwanted mothexhood, and merely ask with Dorothy 
h n b r r  Bromley how many birth control cIinia the rtate has aet up 
as a wholesome alternative to abortion. 
w - treatment of its nation J minorities the Soviet government, 
in an important sense, has set an example to virtually the entire 
world No discrimination b a d  on race ia permitted, and the use 
of minority languages and the development of minority dturerr is 
fostered. The pogroms a g ~ h a t  he Jews in Cmriat t h m  are at i l l  
fre~h inppeopWar memories ; when eo much of the world is persecuting 
the Jewa it ie worthy of attention that aatiSemitism is illep1 in the 
U.S.S.R. And yet Walter Dnranty oould write in a dispatch from 
Paris on October 11,1938, that "Stalin has ehot more Jews in two 
years of the purge than were ever kiUed in GermanyPa Needlem to  
say, they were shot because they were thought dieloyal to Stelia, not 
becauae they were Jews. The Jews have indeed d e r e d  under the 
Soviet regime to a greater extent than moat other groups, because 
so many Jews were tradesmen, ~Iigiously inched, Zionists, or be- 
cause through dativea abroad va1uta might be abtained. Others 
were persecuted because they were old Bolsheviks and mlutionaries. 
It ~hodd d ~ o  lx m e m h m d  that the Soviet Union ha8 not joined 
other nation8 in offering asylum to Jewish refugees from Nazi 
-9- 
Under the bars the 188 former ~ubject peoples had been subjected 
, to a policy of forcible Rusdication. This is not true to the same ex- ' - tent under the Soviets though dudy of the Russian language is cam- 
palsory. in all schools, and those who oppose i ts  teaching in minority 
areas are denound as bourgeois nationalists.' In May, 1938, the 
govement attacked linguists of the Academy of Scienoes for allow- 
ing the Russian language to  be “spoiled" by Polish erpressions in the 
Ukraine and White Russia. Some months earlier Pm& had attacked 
I as Ukranian nationalist8 certain academicians who were allegedly 
seeking to tear Ukranian culture away from Russian culture. A 8pe 
cific charge was that Ukranian words identical with or very similar 
to Russian words had been avoided in a dictionary published h 1931.' 
Nevertheless it remains true that minorities are e n c o w  to use 
their o m  language and develop their own culture, though they are 
ect, of course, to the same restraints as other citizens. 
dUnder Arkicle I7 of the new constitution each of the eleven con- 
stituent republics that make up the U.S.S.R. has the free right t o  
secede. Any advocacy of wceseion, hawevex, is punished as treaaon 
I and counter-molution. During the widespread h m ~ g  hunts of recent 
years, numerous leading officiah of "independent national republics" Lfl 1 were among thme liquidated. The government of uch of the eonstit- 
uent republics, it must be remembered, is in the hen& of local party 
members who are subject unconditionally to the authority of the 
Communist Party Central Committee in Moscow. There can therefore 
be no real autonomy, except within the limits deeired by the Central 
Soviet treatment of its peasantry, and especially of the richer peas- 
ants or "kulaks," has ken very harsh. The official policy has been to 
"liquidate the kulaks ae a class." Any peasant opponent of the gov- 
ernment'r policy of immediate and complete collectivization w m  apt 
to be called a kulak; if he was so poor that he could not possibly be 
termed a kulak, he was called a kulak agent, and given the same 
punishment. Kulaks, it should be remembered, were wealthy only by 
Russian standards; a peasant who possessed more than one cow was 
in danger of outlawry a8 a kulak. 
In January, 1930, the govenunent launched its campsign for com- 
plete collectivization of agriculture. The peasantr, who composed 
roughly 80 per cent of the population of the U.S.S.R., were wer- 
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wbelmingly opposed to thie policy, but their opposition waa crumhd 
hpwially did the kulaks oppose collectivization. Chse war was inten- 
d e d  in the rib-, with the pqor and middle p s n n b  b e i  eet 
against the richer onea. Every village was ordered to m d  ap its 
k d h ;  aome protested that they had none, but they were told that 
they must have some, and that they should fmd them. The land and 
means of production of the kulaks were confiscated for the eollecti~e 
firrms; bat the kulaks were bamd from entry into the collective61, and 
l i k e  from renting land Rather than have their livestock thus 
taken away, the peasants slaughtered their animals. For this they 
were exiled by the tens of thousand8 to  northern Rusirr and Siberia. 
Within four gears half the li~estoek in the Soviet Union was thus 
destmywt Whole vi l4ges of rebellious  peasant^ were shipped in 
freight care to  the forced Iabor camps of the secret police. The gw- 
emment has never disclosed the number of peasanb tbw depoded, 
bat private estimates run as high as several million. The tmatment 
of the peasants was so severe that Stalin finally spoke out sharply 
againat it. 
The year of 1932, as a result of governmental policy and peasant 
resistance to it, was one of famine thronghout wide sections of Rusdn. 
Not a word about the famine was printed in the Soviet pms, and no 
effort was made t o  obtain relief from abroad. O & i d  govefnmental 
policy denied that a f&e existed, and refused foreign journalists 
the right to  travel in the area. The govermnent allowed the peasantry 
to starve as puniahlrmwt for opposing its policy. Estimates of the losa 
of liver from the famine range from one to  six millions. No o f i d  
flgams are available, for the government stopped the publication of 
vital statistics for the period of the famine.- Since 1933 the collective 
fama have unquestionably made great progress, and today they ap- 
pear M y  established. 
What was t h e  toll of famine and purges? The gowsnment census, 
taken early in 1937, had been expected to show a population of about 
180,000,000, and the government had been wing t h i ~  figure for some 
time. Wbat the censna probably dowed, according to Ggd sources, 
WM a population of about 166,000,000. The ex& figtm u not 
known, because the censue was suppreseed. T h e  cemus taken in Jann- 
rrg, 1939, showed a population of 170,000,000. 
On the mU&e farms the ~ a m e  bumucr~~cj found in other de- 
partmeata of Soviet life has been in evidence. A record of illegal ex- 
p u h h ,  heartless t r e 8 b d ,  and general lack of democracy may 
be d in indictments of ewditions on collective farms ma& by the 
government itM--for example, in the decree of April 19,1988. 
The Soviet axmy from the beginning sought to abolish tbe gulf b 
tween oficers and men. Czarist o&errs' rankhp, indeed, were sbol- 
ished, and wem not reintroduced until 1935. Though discipline irP ae- 
vere, aar in to  be expected, the mdal golf between &mm n d  common 
soldiers is nsrrower than in almost my other army. The amy in 
a rchool, for literacy, for trade4 and for the party he, To check 
on the politid orthodoxy of the amy, political commiwars with 
powers equal to thoae of the military commanders have recently been 
as@ned t o  all unitr. 
Universal military service is t h e  law of the U.S.S.R. fiception in 
made only in the ease of members of certain religious sec:ts who are 
comciwtioualy opporred to  war. Young men thus exempted must be 
born into families belonging to those ~ c t s ,  Early Soviet policy, even 
during the chi1 war4 was more liberal, for my religious objectox 
3$ 
found genuine was exempted. Pacifist literature cannot be printed in 
the Soviet UPion, nor can it be bxought in from abroad. People have 
been exiled for circulating litemturn advocating cons Jentious objec- 
tion to military service, The government pkfessea to  be anti-mili- 
tarist, but only the o%&l brand of -ti-militarist propaganda is 
permittedu 
mr 1918 the BoIahevik revolutionary alogan was Power to the 
Soviets," the councih of workers', soldiers', and peasants' depu- 
ties. Today the Soviet constitution confers the legislative power 
of the U,S.S,R. on the Supreme Soviet, but that body is little more 
than a sounding board for the real rulers of Rnr&, and a mbhr 
stamp for their actions. 
Under the con~titution there are smiets in cities and ma1 local- 
ities, ia districts and provinces, in autonomous repnblim and in the 
U,S.SB., each soviet exercising authority within the limits of tlte 
power confwred upon it. The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.B, which 
has exclusive right to  the legislative power of the U.S1.S.&, cm&b 
of two chambrs, the Soviet of the Union and the [Soviet of Natioad- 
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ities. At a joint 8itting these bodies elect a preeidium consieting of a 
chairman, 11 vice-chairmen, a secmtary, and 24 members. The presi- 
dium exerciee~ wide powem between sessions of the Supreme Soviet, 
snd iu sccoantable ta the latter for its activities. The higheat exem- 
tive and administrative organ of st ate power is the Council of  people'^ 
C~mmissars.~ Thisl is the formal organization of the government. 
Some day, perhaps, life will be bmthed into these organs, and they 
will function as leading organs of the government. T h e  real power is 
now exercised, however, not by the noviets, but by the party-which 
means by Stdm and his close amociates. About three-fourths of the 
delegates to the AU-Union Soviet Congresses have usually been party 
members, bound by the rigid party discipline; even the othem have 
been ehoen for their loyalty to  the party and to its leadership. More 
recently the party has tended to  diminish in importance, though the 
real authority of the ~oviets  has not mcreased. The result has been 
to concentrate power even more completely in the hands of Stalin and 
those cloae to  him. 
In the ~oviets, especially in the higher bodies, it is diflieult to find 
controversy, debate, opposition, or any dissmting mice or vote on 
any subject. M y  unanimous action has thus far been reported from 
the Supreme Soviet. Members do indeed suggest amendments, but 
usually t o  clear up possible ambiguities. Even the non-aggression 
pact with Germany in August, 1939, reversing basic Soviet policy 
at a critical juncture in world &airs, was rati6ed unanimousIy with- 
out a word of opposition or even a question being asked. So it was 
also with t h e  old Congress of Soviets and its Centrd Executive Com- 
mittee. Delegate8 listened to reports, applauded with the correct de- 
gree of enthusiasm, and voted anenimously for the mea8uxes prepared 
in advance by the real government. In j us t  this fashion was the pres- 
ent constitution adopted. In the same fashion the Supreme Soviet 
will regularly elect by unanimous vote the presidium chosen for it, 
and by unanimous mte approve whatever has been done b e b  its 
sesdons. In the words of Stalin, %o important political or organiza- 
tional problem L ever decided by our soviet8 and other maas organiza- 
tiom without directives from the Party."" Though the deputies 
exercise little or no real legdative power, they may neverthelea per- 
form valuable services by acting as a Gabon between otdinsry citi- 
zem and the ptmment." 
b s  i 
4 .  The Duma in the fiaal years of C d o m ,  it s h o d  be noted, wan - 
not a true parliament, but merely an advisory body. Yet its m-8 
4 represented opposition parties, pomsed f W o m  of debate, and en- 
- joyed immunity from m t .  None of this is true of the Supreme 
Soviet ander S t h  Even revolutionary parties, including the Bol- 
sheviks, were repreeentd in the D m ,  and in the h t  and second 
Dumas expecidy they elected h g e  gmpa of deputies. 
Elections are a farce in the Soviet union, jaat as they are a farce 
in Italy and -ny. Under the new comtitution univerd a d r a g e  
and the direct, met baht have indeed been introduced, bat t3me 
ref orme mean little eince there is no right of organid o w i t i o n  nor 
even of diasenhg opinion. In the first election under the new cornti- 
tation, beld in December, 1987, there was one candida- only 
one candidabin aU but a tiny handful of election districts. In 
Marcb, 1986, in an intemiew with Roy Howard, St& had predicted W 
an intern electoral strnggk over the personal merits of candidates; 
even thie failed ta materiahe. Every candidate belonged to  what w a ~  
called the 'IStalbbt bloc of party and non-party Bolsheviki?' It was 
possible to make speeches for them, but never against them. Anyone . 
who had opposed that slate would automatically hare been consid- w4 
ered a traitor and an enemy of the people, and treated accoFdingly. 
It was not considered safe to fa2 to vote. 
Elections to  the roviets of the comtituent republics, held in June, 
1938, were a d h r  in every mpect. Indeed, virtually dl elections in 
the Boviet Union are of this nature, whether in the government, in 
the party, in the trade anions, or in any other body. There i~ almost 
always just one c a d d a t e  for each post, who enjoys parky backing; 
if more than one is to  be elected, them is usuaUy a party elate of ex- 
actly the number to be choren Important choices in most instances 
are not freely arrived at in lower party caucuses, but are handed 
down to  them from higher party officials. There is no free speech, no 
free cmP.;g&g, no rival organization, no organized or anorgan- 
ized opposition, no real election. 
Under srticle 141 of the new comtitution, nomination of c a d -  
dates for public oflce msy be made by public organhatione and mci- 
of working people, by CommnniSt Party organizations, by trade 
unions, cooperatives, youth organhationq and cuIturd societies. 
Every one of these orgmizatione is controlled by the party, however, 
&$ 
whoae mmbem uncler M a l e  126 comprise the Yeading nuclwl of d 
~ r g d t i o n s . "  All candidates, in reality, are therefom aamd by the 
party. A number of Ghem will not be party membere, it is true, though 
the percentage of party members usuaHJr i n m a  aa one ascends the 
hkarchy of ruling bodies. Every non-party member, however, will 
be &own for hh 100 per cent devotion to the party and to S G .  
In raemt &&ions wefal, caddates were frequently nominated in 
the m e  d b t ~ c t  by various o r g m b u t i ~ ~ ~ ,  but all except m e  almost 
dway~ withdrew before election day arrived. That process is not 
wry m y e ~ o a a .  All it taka is s aumt ion  from the party necretary 
or another leading oilhis1 ia that district that the party is sapport- 
ing another nominee. Then to remain a candid& would be to violate 
party discipline, a d  to invite the attention of the mmt poli* , 
spite careful ecmtiny in advance, wveral d d a b  have fallen into 
disgrace during t h e  eleutoral campaign period Their namee have 
aimply been dropped from the list of clmdidatee. Soon afterward one 
may learn that they have been replaced in other posh, and their 
a-ts will almost always follow-r precedethe kouncement 
of their successors. Such was the case with Vdery Mezhlaulr, chair- 
man of fie State Planning Commission until January, 1038.' 
Previous constitutiom contained lids of diaf nnchised persons, 
including clergy, former Czarist officials, and those who employed 
others for profit. At present every adult is granted the franchise, 
except the mentdy ddcient and those condemned by law with d e  
privation of eIectoral rights. With nominat io~ controlled ao rigor- 
oasly mid no contests alIowed, it mattere little today how mang can 
vote. FteceipE of the franchise is of the highest importance, however, 
for it removes other import& disabilities that have already been 
discussed. Other reforms in the direction of a formd democracy have 
mbstitnted direct for indirect electionrr to the higher eoviets, and 
secret for open balloting. Until recently voting waa done openly by 
show of hands. Even now nominations are made in that fashion. 
How are Soviet elections conducted and what @b do votere 
poama? We read the instructiw printed in Pr& bfore etections 
of Dee. 12,198'7, held under the new constitation adopted year before: 
'CEach elector will receive two ballots: one--of white color, with 
thellulmes of the candidah fordeputynbip in the Soviet of theunion; 
t b e o t h ~ f b l a e , w i t h t h e ~ o f t h e ~ t e s f o r ~ j r h i p  
in the Swiet of Natimdtia . . . 
' C'The~tbsstwoleoI~:inoneofthemrrrepri . tedthefamily 
m a ,  given names, and patronymics of the d d a h  for deputy- 
ah@ (there may be one OT m r d  of them) ; in the o h  inrlim-
tion of the raolatiom of the gaeral assmblk of aterprisea . , . 
or roektiea of toilers which nominated the given cadidstem . . . 
Thtu the voter m T  NOT WIWlX ANXTHXNG on the bdM. 
Hedonlylenveontheballot thename oftheaddatebr.rrhom 
k g h  his vob a d  (if .there are two, t h e ,  or more cad&-) 
a m s s m t t h e ~ o ~ .  . . 
' ~ Y ~ E L E C T O R ~  NEWNABBSINTHEBAL 
IMfP NO;HEMAYN~,Accordingto thede&mlaw,magivm 
el& district only h d d a t e a  may be voted upon d o  h*e 
been M y  by tbe el+ commhhn and l i s a  by it in 
the baaot. Tbe diskrid election commiuion re&& the cmdidakea 
pat forward at general aasembIiem of public orgsnixatione and 
&ties of toilem. . . . Moreover, the cwsent of the nominated 
&k to be vekd upon m the given electorel diatri& is qpired. . . . 
WThe eleator must use d y  ballots a d  envelopes of the eetabhhed 
f o m  . . . Oatg after hnving d s e d  himeelf &at the Idlots e 
in ordex k the elector to put than inta an envelope, d it, and b7- 
ing retarned it to the mom in which the b a l d  bores etand, put the 
envebp in a box in the pmence of the membete of the election 
comahion" [capitale in o ~ i g i d ]  ."
It should be noted thak thun far there have been very few eases, 
throughout the wide q a n s e  of the Soviet Union, where more than 
one name has appeared on a ballot. TO write in sr name ie to render 
the M o t  invalid In Maai Gemany tbwe ia a place to vote %o," but 
not in Soviet electiom. Smsn wonder that the " S t a h i d  bloc of party 
and non-party B o M ~  s&es more than 99 per cent of the voter. 
Appearing on tbe next page is r reprodaction of an actad B w k t  
ballot, one of the few to have fonnd ih way to  this country. A huw- 
lation appws facing it. The hdbt for the. Soviet of Nat idt iw b 
~ 1 ~ .  On f olloffing plrges appear a feprodactiw of a Hoviet election 
poster, and a t n d a t i ~ ~ .  T4e p t e r  end ttie baht e d c h t  cran- 
mentarien on the f&m of Swiet eleetim aa now conhated 
u7*7 % ,, 
' I .  
(- of .e - B&t * - p h ~ - - F  -.* .-
- -  - - - C - - 
P R O L E T A W S  OF ALL LANDS, UNITE 
THE SVERDLOV EmCTORAL DISTRICT 
I VOTE 
To Dq~ulyebip in To - ~ B  
!lh M e t  of Natlonaliffen Tbe Smlet of the Unkn 
(-1 (-1 
I For that W& WdxevIk- For that P o b h  Schoor M r  dt-
The Prceldent roted to thc fatherland and b the 
of tho SovnmLom oi the RS.FJ3.R. Party of Ldn-of S u n  
Public School Teacher 
ComPsdc N. A. Balgsnla Comrade 0. F. h o w a  
1. Dteembr 12-the day of the dm- 2. M a g  to the place for voting, I - to 8uPr- soviet of the pmcnt my CertThte of Idem* C 
the dfstrkt dtlsctord wmmhloa. My 
I, the voter, at anp the from 6 name is checked in the lid of votus 
0 ' ~ ~  m*g to 19 o'clwk and I receive  mot^ and an mydope 
*t mmt P~WW to the of t h  d a b -  
plwe ior mthg oi my elstoral dis- I d w  two b d o b :  o~le--of wbtte 
color, In w b ~  appears the name o t  
r 
I * me dtber -'' the candfdate for deptl-p h the 
or my labor union card, or somu other 
certlf&~tt of identity. Swiet of the U n i m a r a d e  0. F. 
Lwmoova, and the o t h e d  blue coIor, 
In which appears the name of tht can- 
didate for depntysbIp in the Soviet 
of N & t f o n a I l M m r a d ~  N.A. Bd- 
Eanin. 
8. H a v b  A v e d  the balIotg I go h I go over to the room In whi& Lhe 
over to the room or cabin & ballot bmts art kdd, and I dmp 
aalde for ballothg. In tha envelope wlth tbe ballots. 
X voie for the mdid&tes heladed h 
the bdots-for the d d a q  of I hrrve iuMUed mw highest chic 
comrade N. A. B*anin for duty. In votlng for these candldda 
Comrade Om '* I hare voted for onr mlgbty fathtr- 
do not any land, for ~IX ~ e r t y  of -i 
= d a d ~ ~ p " ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ t o ~  m n ,  for the great leader of -la, 
mvdopu and s d  it. Comrade STA?;IN. 
WE WILL U C T  TO THE SUP- SOVIET OF THE 
U.S.S.R. THE BEST PEOPLE OF OUR LAND, DEVOTED TO 
TBE END T m  CAUSE OF -4F S T U N  ! - -  - - -  
- -  - I'd - -  --I, - , l p - - ~ - -  . 
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no rvdopv r Bepao~nud Comer CCCP 
cwrx Wrmuol ropou Mu- 
BALLOT (Literally, "electod bulletin*) 
- A FOR Tm ELECTIONS TO THg BUPPZ- 8OVfET OF THE U*%.AB. 
December 12, 1937 
Azagnitogorak Diatxict No. 296 for Elections to the 
Soviet of the Union 
h v e  in the ballot the m e  of the ONE 
candidate for whom you vote, .cnrss out 
the rest. 
F d y  name, given name, and 
patronymic of the candidate 
- for deputphip 
By whom candidate for 
deputyahip was nominated 
* 
gineers, technicians, and em- 
p l o p  of rolling milh (prokat- 
nykh bekhov), by a gened 
asmbly of workem and em- 
ployee~ of the Magnitogomk 
Stalin metallargi~al plant, an 
assmbly of medical wo~kers of 
the city of biagnitogomk, and 
an assembly of workmen and 
* 
workwomen, engineern and tech- 
&am, of wood proces~hg 
Combine No. 1. 
President of the Majpitqprsk DbErict Electoral 
Commission for EIectiom to  the Soviet of the Union 
t 
N. UEm 
Cnn w e  ~pe&  a g a h t  a candidate, even if one cannot vote agakt 
him? Ag+ let ua  seek the answer in PM&: 
T h e  Party or non-Party Bolshevik who has been vested with the 
powere of r trusted person &odd make it clear to himself that his 
task is to obtain the vote8 of ABSOLUTELY all the electors of his 
preciuct for the candidate registered in the given eledaral district. . . 
-very Party regional committee hi obligated to use the truetd  
peopk as infomere in order better to  know what i8  going on in the 
electoral &&rich in order to  h o w  of the slightest attempt8 at hog- 
tile agitation." " 
It is elections thue conducted &at the Soviet press hails as the most 
eomfitely free and democratic in the history of the world ! " 
state is completely controlled by Stalin through the Com- 
mnnbt Party, the only political organbation permitted. 
Communih may hold the dictatodip of the Communist 'I$ 
Party to be equivalent ta the dictatorehip of the proleterist, but 
so&ts and others distinguish between the rule of the workers and 
the rule over Ehe workere by an organized minority, Stalin'~ explana- 
tion of the prohibition of aU other partia is interesting. In other 
atatea, he declared in birr report on the new conetitution delivered 
Novemkr 25, 1986, there were antagonistic clae~es, and opposing 
political parties represented them. "In the U.S.S.R.," S t a b  went 
on, %here are only kwo classes, workers and peasants, whose inter- 
ests not only are not antagonietie but, on kbe contrary, amicable. 
Conarequently there are no p u n &  for the eristenee of several par- 
ties, and therefore for the exfsteace of freedom of such partiee in the 
U.S.S.R. There are grounds for only one party, the Communist 
Party, in the U.S.B.R. Only one party can &at, the Communist 
P~rky." 'T h e  prohibition of rival political organization, theref ore, 
is not limited to a tramition period, however long bnt is permanent. 
It ~hould not be necessary to add that, from the socialist point of 
view at least, rival political partiear can both be loyal to socialism md 
the U.S.S.R., but differ on the immediab policies to be pumued, 
primary unit of communist Party organization is the party 
committq formerly called 'c~ell," which is made up of the party 
members found in each union, soviet, village, ofice, or regiment. Theeo 
anits, of which there are about 136,000, elect delegatea to higher 
party bodier, culminating in the All-Union Party Congress. This 
congress, which usually meets every. two years, is ofBciaIly the sa- 
p m e  authority of the party. Between sessions its powere am exer- 
. ' cised by a Central Committee, which is chosen by the congrees. TIM 
2 Central Committee elects a ~-hr iat ,  an or~nixazion bureau for 
hiniatmtive tasks, amd a Politid 3a-n to formulate perty 
policies. The Political Bureau or Pditbnro, a8 it in more often called, 
consists at present of ten membem and s-1 alternates. It is the 
red source of power in the U.S.S.R., for dl party mmhrs--and 
these hold most of the leading positions in the Soviet Union-are 
bound by its decisions. Its decisiom are frequently countersigaed by 
the head of the Soviet government; whether BO countersigned or not, 
they represenk, for all practical purposes, the law of the U.S.S.R. 
Every important hsue iB considered by khe Politburo, and the mafly 
signidcant decisions are those reached by it. 
The Eighteenth Party Congrese, the 0rst held since 1934, bxought 
this interesting di~patch to  2% New Pork -8 from its Moscow 
correspondent, Harold Denny: 'The congress msembIing today ia 
greatly changed from the pmcediog congress in January, 1934. I t  
represents Pirtually a new party, for the purge, extending from 1936 
well into 1938, disposed of many of the best-known figares of the 
Bolshevi$t xevolution. Cornparativety few of the old Bolsheviki, vet- 
erana of the 2917 revolution, are left. The majority of the delegatea 
have been party members only since 1926, when the factional ffgbt 
with Leon Trotsky . . . wan at its heigtt. 
"The ofleial record of the I934 congress makes strange reading 
today. Of the seventy-one members of the centraI committee, only 
twenty-two are s t i i  actme. Many have been shut and many disap- 
peared without explanation. 
"One hundred and thirky-five prominent parky members spoke at 
that congress, including such world-famour men us Gmgory Zinouieff, 
Leo Kammd and Nikolai Bukharin. Of them, fourteen are ofEcially 
I r a m  to have been shot. Onq Mikhaii Tomsky, committed suicide 
an he was about .to be arre~ted. One, Sergey h f f ,  wrra assassinated. 
Three died natural deaths. A large proportion of the others dis- 
appeared, 
"Since th8t c o q s  the p d y  hes been purged of the anti-S- 
ist eIPment and new members have beem recruited up to ib normal 
strength, approximately 2,000,000?' " 
From its +mhg the Bolshevik Party was highly cent- 
with far more authority vested in its CentraI Committee than ia the 
with moat other political orgsni%ations. Members were b o d  
to anqueetioning hdience to Central Committee ardem, enforced by 
a rigid discipline. Only such a p d y ,  it wae argued, could be succem 
ful in a mvol t l t i~~~ry  dart agaht Ciwrdom. The policy of the party 
might be &an& by a party congress, but between congreases the 
Central Committee was sapreme. Thb form of orgshation lent it- 
seIf eedy to perpetuation of control by a few leaders, s h e  dissenters 
and possible rivals could be expelIed. With party officials usually 
named by the Central Committee and the party prws controlled by 
it, the chances of an oppo~ition group to  win cuntro3 ot the party 
were indeed slight. Since the Bolshevik6 assumed power in Russia the 
perky's discipline has been made even more severe. A G t e d  form of 
legal propaganda within the party and its d 3 b t e d  oqpnktians 
&ed possible for some years, bat soon thie &o disappeared. Ever 
&ce 1980, at the lateek, them has been scarcely s -ant of demo* 
racy within the party* 
Since the Central Committee is a180 the real government of Rumia, 
and eince any deviation fmm the party line in apt to be branded 
~ t e ~ r e v 0 1 u t i o n a r ~ r ,  &sentem who are erpelled from the party 
are likely to  be a r r e M  and imprisoned, exiled, or shot. Constant 
use of the expfessions %ne and only" and "one and d t e d "  party 
emphasizes the impoamiity of any legal oppoeition within or with- 
out the partg. Discussion of gened party policy t&ea place only 
when the Central Committee considem wch discuasion d h b l e .  
Elections to  ptuty c a n p m  are contmIIed by the C e n M  Com- 
mittee, which can easily assuxse itself of a majority of mpportere, 
Meed, it hlur been many yeare since any diuent at all was reetrmd. 
Each party co- d&s the incoming Central Committee; in 
practice it meretg rrpprwes the shte prepad for it by the party 
leaders. Within the party, rur in the unions or the soviets, few if any 
conteats are permitted, and there & only one candidate for each 
post. Local party and diatrict secretaries, in the past often e l e d ,  
am now t d y  appointed from a h  In theory the dl# 
Politban, in the rrestnre of the M r a l  Committee, and reapooeible 1 to it. In practice it works the other ray, for the Politbum d m  up
the slab of the CentraI Committee members? 
I Who, then, is master of the Politburo? The answer, of coarse, iu 
J o q h  Stalin, arecretary-general of the party since 1922. Stdin's 
power is not dignaed by any high goveypmenbd title, bat au a prm- 
tical matter his power is as absolute as tbat of any Czar. Everywhere 
Stah ia pr&d and glorified in terms tbat are sickeningly &v- 
The other members of the Politbum with Stdin may ehooae 
the Central Committee, but hirtory indicates that Stdin done really 
dehmine~ who may be elevated to or m a i n  on the Politbarn. Thone 
suspated of opposition or even lukewamnesn toward him md his 
poEcies soon fall from power, and n~nally are fortunate to escape 
execution as traitors. Of the C&xd Committee that led the Bolehe 
vilre in the revolutionary and civil war period, only St& is lefL.' 
T h e  party is wahhed comtnntly to ensure its perfect loyalty to  
St& and his policies. The Central Control Commission of tbe party 
cheeks on the actions of all party membem, and disciplines those who , 
fail to  follow orders. The secret poZice are everywhere, scrutinizing 
both party members and ordinary citizens. Periodically the party L 
purged, with expulsions by the thouslrnda and hundda of thousanda 
In successive purges h e e n  1983 and 1987 mom &an a million 
party memhm, roughly one-third of the totaI membership, were er- 
pelled. In some district8 ody r small minority of the party member- 
ship remained In so hreaucratic a fashion war eome of the pnrging 
done that many of the purgers were thems~lwa purged in tnm. Some 
times party cleanings, aa in factories, are held publicly, and non- 
party memkre, along with rank-and-me member~ of the party, may 
help to  elhinab those who have ahirked their duties or otherwise 
ehown thwnaelves to  be mdesimbh pady members. The regime has 
mcmtly indicated that the purges mlry be expected to c o n h e  d 
the Soviet Union is no longer eufioanded by capitslist states? 
Yet there is no dearth of appficmta for party membedp, since 
that is the f i n k  step on the road to advancement. hading pitions 
are usndy 811ed by party members--though less so than in the pad 
--and in every sphere of life tbe party member d e s  pref-ce. 
I 
The role of the party has diminished aomewhat in recent ye-, h t  
it ia stin of enormoan importtmce. 
AppEcanh for membership are carefully scrutinized. They mast be 
sponsod by older membem, and must m e  one or more yeare as 
candidates before admimion. It is dangerous for a membex to  leave 
voluntafiy, for that calls attention to dissatisfaction. Several million 
young people are found in the Comsomol, the party organization for 
those between 15 and 80 yeam of age. 
Once the party ruled the atate; now both party and state are dd 
by Stalin. 
S O ~ T  experience demonstrates that real liberty ia not likely to exbt in a oneparty state. When, ar has happened in 'the U.S,S.R., democracy in crushed within that party, then liberty 
ie sudy dead For what has happened to freedom and dem~cracy 
in Soviet Ruoeis, Stslin'u regime cannot alone be held responsible. Ik 
would be more accurate to  say thet he carried to an extreme certain 
practices and methods inherent in Bolshevism iteelf. 
. Clearly the Russians &re not free, if that term has any real mean- 
ing. The rigfits that they posses8 are vastIy inferior to &me possessed 
by citizens of the United States and the other western democracies. 
In the iirst "workem' state" the worker is permitted fewer Zierties 
than in capitafiat democracies. Rights of free epeech, asmbly, or- 
ganization, and press am non-existent. The Russian worker enjoys 
t h e  real advantap of employment and of a certain degree of security, 
provided he is not critical of the regime; but living standards are 
terribly low, even for the more fortunate skilled workers. Otficially 
there can be no exploitation in Russia, and productive equipment 
and the national income are the property of all workers. Actually 
the workem have little to say as to  distribution of the mtional 
income, and a very high percentage is drained off for capital invest- 
ment, for amamentrr, or for the huge bureaucracy. The state can 
exploit, just as private capitalists can. 
Certain rights that the Russians po~seseed even under the deepotic 
Czars bave been curtailed or lost under the Soviets. me Soviet citizen 
today, for exmple, has virtually lost the right t o  emigrate. There 
waa greater freedom to speak under the Czars, and greater freedom 
to  pnbliah papers and books, hold meetings, and form organhatione. 
Each of the ImperiaI Damas or Parhnmb ekdd in Czsrist R u s h  
had large a u m h  of opponents of the mgime, including BoIshmh, 
in ib memberdiip- The memhehhg majority in tbe 1906 Damrr 
were opponents of the regime. Political offenders were better 
under the Czars, though ordinary criminals were tmated wo- On 
living standards accwde  comparison is Mdt ; but aader the C I ~  
horn of work were longer, employment less certain, and education J 
opportunities limited. Russia was lees of a police ntate under the 
Czars, but perbaps merely k u s e  the Czarist secret police were less 
efgcient than the G3.W. 4 NXVD. Soviet cithm are encour- 
aged to complain if they do not receive fair treatment, but they are 
utte.rIy Wples~ if their complaints, as frequently happens, am ig- 
nored by fhe bureaucracy. 
In other fields, notably literacy, science, and the treatment of 
women and national minorities, the Sodts  have made p r o p s .  Once 
the induskrid machine has been fully constructed, tbe living stand- 
a r d ~  of the masses ehouId rise to levels unpredented for Russia, 
Perhapa - although this is debataHe - l i irty ahould be regained 
more readily from a party bureaucracy than from landlords, capi- 
talists, and a hereditary nobility. At ka~t  ddemcracy is a skated goal 
in the U.S.S.R., whewas in f as&t countries dictatorehip is a perma- 
nent ideal; some day the Ruesien workers may make their etated 
democratic goal a reality. 
It must be recognized that t h e  Soviet regime has had to c o p  with 
enomon8 problems, in rebuilding the shattered economic life of Baa- 
s% afkr the war, in transforming a primitive agricultural economy 
into a modern industrial state, 8nd in ebinating the private capital- 
tt.  All this hae had to be done in tbe face of hostile powers, with the 
danger of war forever pment. For their many real achievements the 
Soviets deaerve full credit. 
Cerk&Iy communism, with aU its denials of human rights and 
civil ll'berties, is far superior to fascism. In Germany and Italy tfie 
workers have lost civil rights without malring any gains in the eco- 
nomic or in other fields. Capitalism with dl ih attending e v h  is re- 
thed under faacism, civil liberties and demooratic righk disappear, 
nationalism and militarism are glorified, and minorities are c m M .  
Nothing there is hopeful; in the fioviet Union, an the other hand, 
though &e average worker does not porsess more civil rights than 
under iaseim, private capitah, the source of so much woe, has 
85 
hen diminatd With to  the h c k  of cnil and democratic 
rights end the use of terror to  c d  all opposition, f a n k  and 
commmh am ~imilar. The word 'Ctotslitarian" may equally be 
applied to bth. 
% liberty,- 8 t h  declared in lui intemiew with ILoy E d ,  
"can exht only where exploitation has been aboliehed, where there is 
no anemployment and poverty, wbem man L not haunted by fear of 
bhg deprived tomorrow of work, of home and of b ~ a d  Onlg in such 
a society M real, and not paper, persod and every other liberty 
p c d h  . . . W e  did not build this (socialist) society in order to 
~ e t r i c t  personal liberty but in order that the human individual may 
feel really free We built it for the sake of real pereonal Ekrty, 
liberty without quotation marka'' " 
These are brave words. We have seen how hollow has been their 
meaning in the past and what r mockery the very word qi'berty" is 
in the U.S.S.R. today. But one can hope for the f u t a ~ .  One c a ~  hop 
that whohaale purge8 snd maw ttreaeon trials belong only in the past. 
One can hope that the Russian massee, told that theirs is a democrntic 
countrg., will some day achieve democracy and liberty in fact. h e  
can hope that the Russian revolution, stolen from the msssee by a 
Stalinist bureaucracy, will some day be rewon by them. One can hope 
that democracy can k achieved within the Co~l~mMist  Party, and 
that other parties will win the right to function. One can hope that 
the material benefits of state ownership d l  be more equitably shared 
by the mamea, and suppIernented with the liberty that socialists be- 
lieve to be equally important. One can still bold communhm mperiox 
to  faadem, while rejecting the continuing totalitarian terror that 
is rr common feature of both, and that tends to reduce lire under it to  
rr common denominator of serfdom to the M e .  Above 811, one can 
hope that the weatelp democraeim, including the United S t a b ,  win 
some day en joy the blessings of 8ocidm without having firat t o  en- 
dure the 8- of the transition period through which Ruasia hae 
been paesing for more than 20 yeare. 
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